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Spitz threatens suit

Caucus votes not
to end Spitz affai~

Students wait for the Kari-van in the cold near McConnell Hall. (Jonathan Blake photo)

Siel's hearing is postponed
. By Laura Meade
_
John Cullity, the Manchester
attorney representing UNH
freshman Barney Siel, said the
probable cause hearing for his
client may be waived.
Siel has been charged with the
first-degree murder of Joseph
Woodside on November 14.
. "I don't think we'll have it
(the probable cause hearing),"
Cullity said.
"The state is
cooperating and providing us
with information. We're still investigating the murder."
The probable cause hearing,
which had originally been
scheduled for last Thursday afternoon, has· been continued indefinately, according to a spokes
woman at the Durham District
Court.
Seil, a Pittsfield, New Hampshire native, was arrested shortly before 9p.m. Nov.14, less
than 18 hours after two Stoke Hall

residents found Woodside's body
on a path beside the Wilderness
Trails Sport Shop.
An autopsy showed the cause of
Woodside's death to be a fract~ed skull after being hit on the
head by a blunt instrument.
Assistant Attornal General Peter
Heed declines comment on
motive or murder weapon.
Lt. Donald Buxton of the New
Hampshire State Police said Siel ·
came to the Durham Police
Headquarters twice on Nov. 14,
both times of his own free will.
Siel arranged for a ride from
the police department the second
time, Buxton said. During this
second questioning, Siel was
arrested at the police station.
Peter Hollister director of the
University News Bureau, said
Robert 9allo, assistant dean of
students, told him Siel has withdrawn from the University.
Siel, who was released on

CA RP reappears
By Jeff Clark
Representatives from the
Unification Church, led by the
Reverend Sun Myung Moon, appeared on campus for . the first
time in 18 months last week under
the auspices of the Collegiate
Association for the Research of
Principles (CARP).
CARP members were seen in
Pistachio's ice cream shop in the
Memorial Union Building (MUB)
Wednesday,
Thursday,
and
Friday afternoons questioning
students and handing out CARP
literature.
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$100,000 bail last Wednesday by
Strafford County Superior Judge
Wayne Mullavey, is presently
staying at his parent's Pittsfield
residence, Cullity said.
Cullity is "not sure at this
point" whether or not Siel will
undergo psychiatric evaluation.

By Dennis Cauchon
possession was ever published."
The Faculty Caucus defeated a
Green, in a statement read by
resolution yesterday that would Physics professor John Mulhern,
have ended further Caucus in- Jr. said Chase had told him the
volvement in the grievances University's insurance would
against Allan Spitz, dean of cover any liability incurred by
liberal arts.
him in his official capacity.
The resolution, sponsored by
Green, who is in Washington
four of the five members of the until Friday and not avaiJable for
Faculty Council, the Caucus's comment,
cautioned
other
executive body, lost on an 18-18 Caucus members ''who even ask
vote.
for the release of testimony''
Chairman Evans Munroe, who about the possibility of legal accan vote to break a tie, declined tion from Spitz.
to vote, denying the resolution a ,
This prompted Romoser to
majority.
propos~ postponing a vote on the
Spitz was charged in October meeting's resolution until legal
1978 with interfering in the advice was obtained.
promotion and tenure process by
Louis Hudon, professor of
political science professors French, spoke agamst the postGeorge Romoser and Bernard ponement saying it would be "a
Gordon and associate professors gag rule." "A group of professors
David Moore and John Kayser.
who are supposed to somehow
The Caucus's Professional have courage, wisdom, and
Standard's Committee (PSC) responsibility are being inconfirmed the charges, but Spitz timidated by a lawyer's letwas later exonerated by former ter ... (If we are) intimidated by a
UNH President Eugene Mills.
lawyer, we are -not doing our
Yesterday's resolution stated job."
"that the Faculty Caucus 1)
The Caucus voted not to postrecogniies that the departmental pone a vote on the resolution to
promotion and tenure process . end discussion concerning the
was subject to administrative in- Spitz affair by a 30 to 5 margin.
tervention and 2) concludes that
Green stressed in his statement
further discussion of the issue by that he had never offered to
the Faculty Caucus is inap- · publish testimony he had access
propriate."
.
to while serving on the PSC
In a statement from Donald during the grievance. He said
Green, professor of biochemistry "the testimony falls under the
and former PSC member, the ultimate jurisdiction of the ,
Caucus was informed that Spitz's Faculty Caucus."
lawyer, in a letter to Interim
Spitz, when contacted after last
President Jere Chase, said "he night's meeting, said he had no
(Green) would be sued in the
event any testimony in his CAUCUS, page 11

RAs face violence in dorms
By Joan Mullaney
Resident assistants have been
forced to face increased violence
in
their
dormitories . this
semester, according to University officials and several RAs.
And in their efforts to deal with
the higher levels of violence and
vandalism in their halls, RAs are
frequently becoming the victims
of the abuse they are aiming to
control.
Lt. Paul Ross of the UNH
Police Department and several
RA's said most of the problems ·
have been alcohol-related.
"Basically, we're dealing with
a situation in which students are
becoming drunk and disorderly,
especially on those weekends in
which a lot of campus activities,
like football games, are taking
place," Ross said.
Ross and several RAs believe
the raised New Hampshire legal
drinking age from 18 to 20 has
caused an increase in behindclosed doors drinking in the dorms.

J. Gregg Sanborn, Director of
Student Activities, said, "They
were trying to find information
about individuals.
I am not
aware whether they talked much
about CARP".
at
A
student
working
Pistachio's, who wanted to
remain anonymous, said the
CARP members asked a lot of
strange questions, many of which
were personal about financial
''To this scenario you add the
matters.
A few students seemed RA who takes his role seriously,
bothered by the questioning, but Ross said. "This person, who
only one complained--a friend of takes a real interest in the job
the shop attendant who came will confront disorderly ·persons
and in the process, become
there to study.
The woman working at the shop placed in a position vulnerable to
said they asked her, ''Do you physical or verbal assault.''
have enough food?"
The UNH police force has been
She replied that the food here summoned to the dorms on ''four
was okay. But they added, she · or five occasions" this semester
said, "Not food for eating, food to intervene in situations where
for your spirit."
RAs have been the targets of
assault.·
CARP,page8
In many cases teenagers from

local towns have been involved.
illegally transporting or con''One incident which comes to suming alcohol. It's not at all
mind took place in Stoke Hall. A unusual."
male RA had been pushed,
"What is disturbing is the fact
shoved, and slapped around, that we're now curs~ for simply
Ross said.
asking someone to lower the
'"More recently, a Williamson · volume on his stereo,'' Brooks
Hall RA had his arm broken by a said.
rock-flailing assailant whom the
Brooks . has also been
RA had just escorted from the physically threatened.
dorm I'', Ross said.
"On several occasions, I've at"In both of these instances, the tempted to break up brawls oc-RAs were simply performing curing in the hallway. Invariable,
their jobs," Ross noted '°'attempt- fists and threats fly in my direci!'.lg to ~estore order i.n the dorm." tion.''
Senior Mark Lyford, a first
An Area II RA, who asked to year Williamson RA, said, "It's
remain anonymous, fearing unfortunate, but our primary
possible repercussions, said, responsibility resembles that of a
"Incidents of violence have risen police official. The more endramatically, as has dorm joyable duties, counseling and
community development, take on
damage this semester.''
Men from outside of the dorm secondary importance."
Lyford had his arm broken
have put their fists through dorm
windows, climbing through the Nov. 16 while chasing a group of
shattered glass to find women non-University teenagers out of
and parties," she said. "Some of his dorm.
these men have been from other
"We become cops who deal
dorms, but the majority come with drunks. It's really sad, but I
from places off-campus."
guess somebody has to teach
"When I've confronted guys these ·'kids' to grow up," Lyford
who've just ripped a railing off of said.
the stairwell wall," the RA said,
Jim Chickering, a second-year
"I've either been cursed with a Williamson RA agreed with
string of obscenities or Lyford.
threatened with punches."
"We're addressing a lot of
Collette Brooks, a second-year situations that we really
RA who moved from Williamson shouldn't have to deal with,"
to Hetzel this semester; has faced . Chickering said. ''What are
similar problems.
drunk high school kids doing in
"It's incredible," Brooks said. the dorms anyway? A while ago,
"RAs have always been subject- we had to confront a gourp of
ea to snide remarks or obscenities when addressing people R.A.S, page 4
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Police arrest five this weekend
News-Brief s
Pres. search narrows
The Presidential Search Committee has whittled down the
number of candidates for University President to 24, according to
Student Body President Doug Cox, a member of the Committee.
Cox estimates the University will have a new President to·
replace the Interim President Jere Chase by the end of the spring
semester.

Bush to speak
Republican Presid~ntial _Candi~a!e George Bush will speak on
Dec. 10 in the Memorial Umon Bmldmg.
Bush will talk on Monday night at 7: 30 in the Strafford Room.

RO TC open house
The Army ROTC held an open house at Zais Hall on Monday
from noon to 5 p.m.
About 50 people attended to view the many displays, including a
weapons show, radio demonstration, slide presentation, uniform
and equipment display, and a rope bridge.
The rifle range was also open for use by the public.
The open house was organized by Cdt. Major Kelly Fraser with
the cooperation of the UNH Army ROTC.
"We put on the open house to try to give people an idea about
what we do here," Fraser said. "We want to let people know we
are a_ctive on the UNH campus."

C 01n1nence1nent speaker
University Interim President Jere Chase will be the speaker at
this semester's commencement exercises.
The 2 p.m. ceremony on Sunday, Dec. 16 will be for 1,100
graduates:
The graduation at the Field House will recognize 366 students
who completed degree requirements in the summer session and
758 who will have finished their work during the fall.
Richard Morse, chairman of the University System of New
Ham.pshire Board of Trustees and Gordon Haaland, vice
president for academic affairs, will speak briefly at the
ceremony.
The UNH Brass Ensemble, directed by Stephen R. Norsworthy,
will provide music during the exercises. Before the ceremony, a
concert will be played on the Henderson Memorial Carillion by L.
Franklin Heald.
A total of 680 bachelor's degrees, 233 master's degrees and certificates of advanced graduate study and 29 doctor of philosophy
degrees will be awarded.
_In addition, 48 students in the Thompson School of Applied
Science will receive associate in applied science degrees, 50
students in the UNH - Division of Continuing Education will
receive associate degrees, 38 students in the University System of
New Hampshire School for Lifelong Learning will receive
associate degrees, and 46 students in the School for Lifelong
Learning will receive bachelor of general studies degrees.

Ephron cancels
Nora Ephron has been forced by illness to postpone her appearance today in Manchester.
The media critic was sheduled by the Saul 0. Sidore Series to
speak toni_ght at the Manchester Institute of the Arts and
Science.
She notified Sidore Chairman David Magidson last week that
she will fill the engagement some time in the spring. The date will
be announced.

0 v erenroll1nent figures
In Friday's The New Hampshire it was reported 2,389 more
students were officially attending the University this semester
than the 10,500 limit.But, according to a correction made by Registrar Stephanie
Thomas, the enrollment was 214 students over the limit.
Therefore, Thomas said, last year's enrollment was under by 75
rather than over by 1,807.

The weather
Today will be mostly sunny with a 10 percent chance of
measurable snowfall. High temperatures will be in the upper 30s.
Tonight it will be clear and colder with temperatures in the midteens.
Northwest winds 5 to 15 miles per hour today.

.

..

By Laura Meade
The UNH Police Department
made five arrests in the last
week, according to Officer
Robert Prince.
Three persons have been
charged with false public alarms,
one with arson and one with
pulling a false fire alarm, Prince
said.
All of the cl\arges are
misdemeanors punishable by up
to one year in jail and a $1,000
fine.
The first arrests came after the
Center
Dispatch
Durham
received a call on Nov. 17 at 10:18
p.m. during which someone
reported that Mike Evers, a sixth
floor Stoke resident had "just
committed a murder.''
Ten days later, Dale Dubois, 19,
of 222 Hetzel Hall and Bedford,

NH, and Michael Evers, 18, of 223
Hetzel Hall and Charlestown,
MA, were arrested by Prince in
connection with the call.
Dubois and Evers have been
charged with · causing a false
public alarm to be communicated, Prince said.
Dubois allegedly made the call
and has been charged with communicating the false alarm,
while Evers allegedly dialed the
number on the phone, causing the
communication, Prince said.
An intensive investigation led
to the Nov. 27 arrest, according to
Prince.
Both students are scheduled to
be arraigned at Durham District
Courtat9a.m. on Dec. 7.
The next arrest came on Nov.
28 when Robert Egan, 19, of 24
Madbury Road and Winthrop,

MA, was arrested and charged
with communicating a false
public alarm for allegedly calling
in a bomb threat at Kingsbury
Hall on Nov. 27 at 9 p.m., Prince
said.
Egan allegedly called the
Durham Dispatch Center and
said, "I'm a member of
Americans Against Technology
and we're protesting the computers so we've planted a bomb
in the McConnell cluster behind
one of the CRT (cathode ray
tube) units," according to
Prince.
The UNH Police Dept. and the
Dept.
Fire
Durham/UNH
responded to McConnell after
receiving the call and the area of

ARRESTS, page 16

Senate Pres. appoints her VP
now the Chairwoman for the issues," Brown said, "and that's
By Michael Landroche
Next semester the University Commuter Council of the Student important. The real push will be
at the beginning of next semester
Student Senate may see its first Senate.
She holds an associates degree when we'll be attacking our
all-women executive battery.
Current Student Body Vice- in Applied Science from West- priority list.''
"As a special project I'll be
President Cheryl Brown, who will brook, and is studying Business
trying to set up a landlord
be taking over the President's · Administration at UNH.
"I think that Cheryl and I are - evaluation file," Bolduc said. "I
position next semester, appointed
Lynne Bolduc to the Vice- going to work really well still have to find out about the
legality of a thing like that."
President's position Sunday together,'' Bolduc said.
"I think that a lot of people will
"We have a lot of common
night.
be interested in seeing how a twoEarlier this semester Brown goals for the Senate,'' she said.
Bolduc sees an increase of women team will work," Bolduc
was granted the title of interim
president when the Senate voted communication within the senate said. · "Cheryl and I plan to be
to change the president's term so and out to the students as a majGr successful."
Brown also appointed several
.
it would begin on May instead of goal.
"I -didn't choose her because chairpersons for senate councils
Jan.1.
Sunday night:
Current SBP Doug Cox will be of- she was female,'' Brown said.
Tim Kirwan, Commuter Coun"Lynne has done a whole lot of
ficially stepping out of office on
cil; Kendra Maroon, Residential
work this semester.''
·
Jan.1.
"This is her first semester at Life Council; Cindy Bechtell,
The Senate will vote on the
Bolduc Appointment next Sun- UNH and her drive and interest Academic Council; Bob Ledoux,
led her to the Student Senate," Students for the University Counday.
If the appointment is okayed, Brown said. Since then, she has cil; Sharon Sudbay, Students
Brown and Bolduc will hold office focused that interest on com- · Services Council; Greg Borden,
muters." She has got people Budget/Admin. Council; Mary
from Jan. 1 to Apr. 30, 1980.
Bolduc; a first semester tran-. working at the commuter cen- Swiss, as Business Manager.
These appointments will also
sfer student from Westbrook ter."
"We've talked a lot about the be voted on by the Senate Sunday.
College in Portland, Maine, is

Energy Activists are appojnted
By Greg Mcisaac
adUniversity's
The
ministration has launched a
massive campaign to reduce the
consumption of energy in the
campus's 162 buildings.
Beginning Dec. 10, calking,
plastic, and other materials will
be available, free of charge, to
students and staff who· wish to
seal and insulate their windows
on campus.
Materials can be acquired through John French or Charles
Gardner at the Department of
Physical Plant Operations and
Maintenance.
Ten thousand dollars has been
allocated to help finance those
wishing to begin energy conser. vation projects in the living or
working area in the University.
These two measures are part of
the self-help program of the
"1979-80 Energy Conservation
Effort" engineered by James A.
Smith, associate dean of the
College of Liberal Arts.
His plan also includes the formation of the "Energy Activists"
group who will ''provide leadership and guidance in our effort to
reduce the consumption of electricity, gasoline and hot water,"
according to the official description of the effort.
"The problem now is to change
attitudes," Smith explained.
"The quick and easy things, like
turning off the escalator in the
library have already been done.
"Very few people consider
energy conservation their personal responsibility," Smith said.
"But in order to be successful,
everyone must consider it their
responsibility.''
Frank Heald, editor of the
"Campus Journal," is one of the
19 appointed Energy Activists.
Heald will inc~ud4:. a week~y

column of suggestions for energy problems with some of the elecconservation in the Campus -tric meters. The meter on
Christensen Hall is inaccurate
Journal.
"My role is to play up energy in and the meter on Kingsbury runs
the newspaper," Heald said. backwards.
The total cost of repairing all
"And I talk to people in the office,
andmake sure the lights are off . the electric meters on campus
and the windows are closed at would be about $100,000, Smith
said. He did not know when or if
night."
Kate Hanson, workshop coor- they would ever be repaired.
Energy consumption of those
dinator for in-service training,
and another energy activist, said buildings with inaccurate meters
in-service training would be of- will be approximated from infering a workshop on energy formation from similar buildings
saving techniques for faculty and with working meters, Smith said.
In addition, UNH will be comstaff members.
Smith said that the energy ac- peting for $7.5 million allocated to
tivists were responsible for the state of New Hampshire by
facilitating energy conservation the Department of Energy's
Energy Conservation Measures
within their areas of influence.
The ·effectiveness of the grant.
The money is available to help
program will be monitored
through monthly meter readings schools and hospitals make
which will be available to the energy saving changes on their
general public, Smith said.
However, he said they have had ENERGY, page 4

Recycling of cans
to he discontinu ed
ByEnimyFate
Metal recycling has been
discontinued at the University
until further notice, said Joe
Tessier, foreman of the recycling
.
center.
''There is just no market-period,'' Tessier said.
Tessier -stressed that the
reason for the termination was
not due to lack of enthusiasm on
campus.
"We have 40 tons of crushed
metal all ready to go,'' he said,
"but we can't pick out the
beverage cans from the pile."
The company the University
'

t,

.....

works with in New ,Jersey, being
reorganized after the first of
January, will only be recycling
b~verage cans, explained
Tessier.
The recycling started as a
private project by students on
campus 15 years ago, to conserve
metal, paper, and glass.
According to Tessier the
project has expanded over the
past five years to include seven
towns and the University .
Tessier said they are working
on the metal problem but it has
not been decided what will be
done after the first of the year.
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Channel 1·1 wins
two N .E. Emmys
they· rushed to receive their Emmy, Price sat dejected in his seat.
"I have never been so excited
The stage went into confusion
in my life," was Sam Price's as Bill Lee, the other host,
reaction to winning an Emmy for signaled for a time out.
producing and directing the playDunfey shouted that there were
by-play sports coverage of Wild- two winners, and the WENH encat .Hockey on Channel H tourage went wild when they
(WENH-TV).
heard that they were the other.
Price, director of production
Price was jabbed in the ribs as
for WENH, · received one of the they shouted ''There are two
two Emmy's the station was winners, There are two winners."
awarded Friday night.
Price said Patriots Football
. Gary Anderson, who produced was their major competition for
the "Made in New Hampshire" the award.
series aired last winter, received ·
Refering to ECAC Hockey, he
the second award.
said, "I honestly feel we did a
The New England chapter of better job. We followed the
the National Academy for Arts ·puck."
and Sciences sponsored the
Price described one piece of
Boston/New England Emmy footage that affected the win. In
Awards Ceremony held at the last year's Providence College
Berkley Performance Center in
UNH Army R~TC held an open house in Zais Hall Monday, where this cadet displ~yed one of his Boston and televised on Channel game, · Bobby Francis scored to
put UNH up by two. The
talents. (Barbie Walsh photo)
.
7: ,
Providence coach asked officials
A third lo_c ally produced to measure Francis's stick for a
program air.ed by WENH-- · violation.
"Every Penny Counts," a conCameraman Tony Leocha capsumer information series-- tured the entire scene on miniproduced by Chuck Tately, was cam showing the measuring and
also nominated, but did not win picking up the conversation
the award.
among officials. "He did one heck
By Randy Blossom
turn-off, between McConnell and to use S and O lots, would be in"It was so damn exciting. And I of a job--real live television, conThe Student Senate parking Parsons Halls, and would follow creased. If the proposal passes, don't mean that nonchalantly," troversy, and we had it all down
committee introduced a bill Sun- McDaniel Drive to Mill Road three passengers per vehicie· Price said. He was delighted to on tape," Price said.
· , •
day
night
which
would (behind Lot B).
. talk about the award.
would be required.
Price said the entire crew was ~
redistribute
commuter and
The sentry booth presently
The proposal calls for priority
"It's strange what the body "riding high" on their victory. ~.,.
resident parking spaces on cam- located behind McConnell Hall to be given to F lot for develop- does," he said, adding that his "We are a very competent and ....
pus, re-route traffic on College would then be moved out to ment consideration. F lot is the heart was running at 175 to 200 enthusiastic group."
·
__
Road, and impose a uniform College Road.
unpaved parking area behing the beats per minute.
"Everyone knows what they
parking fee of five dollars for all
A traffic island would be placed Kari-Van
"My fingers were like icicles. I • are doing. There ~is little talk on ....
headquarters
on
registrants.
at the intersection of the Mc- College Road, which has poten- tried everything t.o get them warm, the headsets. I( !i}J!l&~ are going ·
.Bill · 1-75 will go before the Daniel Drive turn-0ff and College tial for 150 additional faculty, sitting on them, everything."
well, all I have to do is push but- ·~
student government on Dec. 12
staff and commuter spaces, acThe other nominees for "Out- tons and it happens.".
Road.
·
for a vote. It was tabled at the
Only
Kari-vans
and cording to the bill.
standing Sports Coverage were
Gary Anderson, a full-time
last meeting Sunday.
pedestrians would be allowed to
If the proposal passes, the Channel 7 for ECAC Hockey and cinematographer at WENH, won
The bill was introduced by use the closed section of College University Parking and Traffic Channel 4 for Patriots football.
his award for the film ~'Le Ballet
Student~Senator Gregg Borden, Road.
committee will commission the
The announcement of the Industriel" which was part of the
chariman of the parking commitThe proposal is intended to Engineering Department to in- award caused some confusion.
Made . .in New Hampshire
eliminate traffic at the cross- vestigate "low cost, energy eftee.
Master of Ceremonies Barbara series aired last winter.
"Our rationale behind the walk in front of McConnell Hall, ficient shuttle systems'' aimed at Boran Dunfey announced that the
The film is an abstract piece on
·uniform fee is that faculty and which is heavily used by Whit- an intra-campus transit system , award would be given to Channel
staff have been given access to temore School of Business and in the future.
4 for Patriots Football. Yet as EMMY,page9
student spaces that students pay Economics (WSBE) students,
•
for," Borden said. "If they want according to Borden.
The proposal would also add
to use these spaces, then they can
resident parking spaces to C lot
.
pay the same fee.
"The arguement from faculty (next to Alexander Hall) and 34
and staff has been that it is the · resident spaces to D lot (behind
responsibility of the employer to the Alumni Center).
Sixty-five spaces at the North- By Cathy Mabry
provide parking for employees.
decision to replace the roof ago, has the same roofing ·
. east end of E lot (across from
.Well, that is not the case."
"Plagued with roofing leaks" because when water seeped into problem. It will be done next_
The proposal was made public Williamson Hall) would be the Horton Social Science Center the insulation it formed . a two spring. McConnell Hall also has
Sunday. It has yet to draw allocated as commuter spaces, roof is now being completely inch layer of ice and according the problem to a lesser degree,
response from members of the and 115 spaces in the non-storage replaced, said Ed Keane, UNH to Keane, the heat went through.
University's faculty and staff.
area of Lot A, across from the roofing foreman.
Hubbard Hall, built ten years LEAK,page7
The re-routing of traffic would field house, would be allocated
A moisture survey discovered
close the section of College Road for faculty and staff.
the roof was 80 percent saturated,
between McConnell Hall and Mill ·. Restrictions on car pooling, because of "improper application
Road. Traffic · would be re- ·which at present requires two or by the contractor,'' Keane said.
directed _up the McDaniel Drive more passengers per car in order
"It's only ten years old. It
should have lasted at least 20
years,'' he added.
·
According to Keane the
moisture is caused by two
problems. First the flashing,
where the roofing material is attached to the building wall, was
not properly secured. ConsequenBy Linus Sheehan
Despite the long delay Pet- tly the expansions and contracThe 1977-78 Granite yearbook tengill said the book will be good.
tions caused the flashing to slip.
has finally arrived and will tenSecond, the contractors used
''The 1978 Granite will be
tatively be distributed next among the best in UNH history," damp felts, four layers of felt are
week.
she said.
used as roof insulation, which, he
The distribution times and
Pettengill does not place any said, "caused 70 percent of the
locations will be announced in blame on the book's publisher, roof to blister."
The New Hampshire' and over Hunter Publishing Company of
The project, now 50 percent
WUNHradio.
complete, is being held up
Winsten Salem, N.C.
Tne publication has been
Hunter has been very under- because the roofing materials
delayed 15 months because of standing about the delays. They cannot be used below·40 degrees;
poor management by the 1977-78 usually charge a penalty fee for But Keane said he hopes to finish
Editor-in-chief, Bob Gerek, said missed deadlines, but it was before the snow falls.
Cynthia Pettengill, 1979-80 editor- waived for us."
Energy was considered in the Horton Socia_l Science ~enter is plagued by a leaky roof.
in-chief.
Although Hunter is bored in
Gerek left three members of North Carolina, the . distance is
the 78-79 staff with the respon- not a hindrance, Pettengili said.,
sibility of an extra book, she said.
U.N.H.'s account is handled by a
~ Nick Novick, photo editor of the
Hunter representative in Barton..:.
1977-78 publication, finished the only the printing is done in North
Carolina.
·
book late last spring.
Another delay was when an ex.:
Each volume of the 77-78 By Ellen Kunes
the 30 mph speed limit on Main . discussed for many years'. Last
tra 1000 covers had to be ordered. Granite cost $7 .04 to publish. The
The speed limit on all Univer- Street, though, which is a town semester's high incidence of
Pettengill said "A lot of people total printing cost was just over sity roads has been lowered from road.
vehicle-pedestrian accidents
don't usually pick up their books. $:l7,000. Shipping charges are 30 miles per hour (mph) to 20
The limit will be enforced on prompted immediate action.
This year each member of the paid for by Hunter.
UNH student Rita Grimes was
mph, in the interest of auto- College Road, McDaniel Drive,
two previous graduating classes
''The ·UNH account is a big Qne pedestrian safety, said David Williamson Drive, Demerit Way, , struck and killed by an auto, last
will be mailed a book. We had to . an_d Hun,ter has it because they do · Flanders, director of public Ballard Street, and Mitchell Way. April 23. Two other UNH students ·
produce 6400 copies instead of
"Flanders said the proposal to
safety.
..
5400."
The ordinance will not affect lower the speed limit has been SPEED, page 18
GRANI~, page 9 -

By Jeff Clark

Traffic survey proposed

Leaky roofs are repaired

Granite arrives;
to he distributed
4

Speed reduced for safety
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RA violence
R.A.S

continued from page 1

YOU'VE GOT A JOB,
NOW WHAT?
Monday, December 10
2:30-4:30
Hills boro-Sullivan-MUB
CAreer Programs Sponsored by:
Career Planning & Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center

guys from the Exeter-Epping
area who had ripped three phones
off of the wall.''
Scott Evrard, was a Christensen Hall RA during the 1978-79
academic year. This fall, he is a
resident of Williamson Hall.
"The RA, by the very nature
of the job, is caught in the middle," Evrard said. "He is part
student, yet part administrator.
''The problem arises when
Residential Life establishes
stringent rules and policies that
the RAs must enforce among a
population of students who resent
rules and policies," Evrard said.
"In Christensen, I lived with a
group of men who did not want to
live by the rules. They were used
to playing baseball in the floor
lounge and getting away with it,"
Evrard said. ''When I tried to en-
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"College students face an un*;*~~
certain future. Will they find a

FOR 18 YEAR QLDSI.

hour for
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re turning
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money? Confusion results,"
Kilcoyne said.
''This confusion leads to
anger," Kilcoyne said, "and
peofle simply don't know how to
dea with that anger. Often, the
initial reaction is to belt
someone."
Residential Life Director Carol
Bischoff concedes that "the RA
job has been a tough one" this

*
**
**
!
**
! ye,~~ith changes made in the
this fall,''
* UNH alcohol · policy
Bischoff said, "RAs ha~e been
** forced
t~ ~ome assertive and
.
.
** co~ronbve.
Bis~hoff ~aid her depart~ent is

**

to meet others, to find out what services
. . anareopportunity
available, and to let us know what the University
should do to better meet your needs.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5
4 : 00-6 : 00 PM

COMMUTER LOUNGE,
MEMORIAL UNION BLDG.

__

force the rules mandated by my
job, I was rewarded with a
broken door, smashed TV, and a
completely demolished room.''
Evrard stressed the fact that
RAs should not be paid babysitters.
"That shouldn't be the RA's
job--but it often is. College
students are supposed to be
adults, not little kids who need to
be pacified."
Three or four cases of RA and
Hall Director abuse have been
brought to the University judicial
system, according to Bob Gallo,
associate dean of students and
judicial board advisor.
These cases involved verbal
abuse or physical intimidation or
assault, Gallo said. Penalties
have ranged from probationary
periods to suspension or dorm
eviction.
"We're seeing a greater incidence of people finding it easy
to treat one another in an
aggressive way," Gallo said.
"The first line of defense against
such aggression is the RA staff-they bear the brunt of it."
"I'm as confused as hell as to
said.
why it's happening," Gallo
"We all are. The question is, Why
are people finding it necessary to
act this way? As administrators
andasstudents,wemustactnow
to alleviate the situation."
"A sense of globalfrustra tion,"
summarizes Area III Coordinator
Colleen Kilcoyne's view of the

SPONSORED BY
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER AND
THE COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER

..

CHILD CARE AVAILABLE-FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
862-2090

and they are "developing internal --~~hanisms ·, for handling
crises in the dormitories--but we
don't have all the answers,"
Bischoff said.
Internal mechanisms have
begun to be used to help aid the
RAs, Bishcoff said. They include:
-Increased dorm -security. Windows and doors should close
securely, and security-related
MRs sent to the Work Control
Dept. should be dealt with promptly Yet, Christensen Hall Director
Liz Goblin reported that the front
door of that dorm has been
broken for over three weeks. And
first floor windows and loading
docks in Christensen are easily
entered, Goblin said.
Stoke RA Sarah Whitney said
the missing fire locks on doors in
the dorm's basement also allow
unauthorized persons to roam in
and out of Stoke unchecked.
--Staff support and awareness
programs. RA in-service training
in all three residential areas has
dealt with issues and skills pertaining to assertiveness and confrontation, alcohol awareness;
handling personal stress · and
crisis as it relates to the RA job,
and dealing with violence in the
dorms.
"I've grown a great deal
through the variety of experience
in crisis intervention and counseling which I've had," said
third-year Hitchcock RA Julie
Bell.
''But,'' Bell added, ''it really
disturbs me to be seen only as a
trouble-shooter, as an authority
figure, as someone who confiscates beer and barks orders to
turn down stereos."
Rumors circulating through
the dorms reveal that an
unusually large number of RAs
might be leaving their jobs at the
end of the semester.
Residential Life does not yet
have official data concerning job
turnover.
When one· RA Collette Brooks
was asked why she was
resigning, she said, ''Pressure.
Pressure to be a model student,
person, counselor, and police:
woman. You can only take so
much."
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continued from page 2

buildings.
According to Smith, the Energy
Activists are available to answer
questions and hear suggestions
relating 'to energy conservation
:::I::!
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caillpus calendar
Hetzel dance-a-thon
Hetzel Hall is now underway with its plans for the third annual
dance-a-thon to benefit the New Hampshire Kidney Foundation.
The fundraiser is scheduled for Feb. 1, 2 and 3 in the Granite
State Room of the Memorial Union Building . .
Chip Seger, dance-a-thon co-chairman, says the 1980 goal he
and his staff will be shooting for is $10,000. Over the past two
years, Hetzel has donated about $12,700 to the foundation.
The Hetzel dance-a-thon is one of the foremo$t contributors to
the New Hampshire chapter of the Kidney Foundation according
to Lin~ S~ruessing, vice pr~sident. The chapter,' currently
operating without proper funding, may fold unless it can raise
$50,000 in the next year.
. .
Struessing said 25 percent of the money of the dance-a-thon is
given to the national chapter and the rest is used locally to support administration and fund research.
This year'.s prize to the couple raising t~e mostJnoney is a
seven day thp for two to Bermuda. Other prizes to be distributed
during the 48 hours are gift certificates to local establishments
and dinners to Dunfey.restaurants.

TUESDAY, December 4

INOURFIGHT
AGAINST

BIRTH
DEFECTS

MARCH OF DIMES

T HI S SPACE CO NT RIBUTE D B Y T H E PU B LI S HER

UPPERCUT
WILL NOW BE OPEN
Sundays, beginning Dec. 9
Call or stop by for ·
an appointment
purham Shopping Center
868-7363

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR: "Physical
Modeling Techniques for Fire Phenomena," Raymond
Friedman, Director of Research, Factory Mutual Corporation. Kingsbury Hall, Room 310, from 10-11 a.m. ·
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Solution Coordination Stereochemistries Through Spectroscopic Determination," Professor Ronald Archer, University of
Massachusetts. Parsons Hall, Iddles L-103, from 11 a.m.-12
noon.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 1-2 p.m.
THREE-DAY SERIES OF COLLOQUIA: The College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences of Mathematics and
Computer Science presents a 3-day series of colloquia by
Dr. David Kahaner, Center for Applied _Mathematics,
National Bureau of Standards. Today's topic: "Current
Practice and Theory in Adaptive Quadriture," Kingsbury
Hall, Room 319, at 4 p.m. Other talks will be held December 5 and 6 in Kingsbury 319 at 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Harvard, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field House, 7 p.m.
· SCOIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "The
lniluence of Attitude," by William and Iris Becker. Last
meeting of the semester. Daggett Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Opening night of "High Button
Shoes," the classic musical comedy, directed by Joseph D.
· Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m. Tickets for UNH students on opening night only $2;
student tickets for all other performances $3. USNH employees and senior citizens $3; general admission $4. Continues through Saturday, December 8.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Featuring John Hawkes, novelist.
His novels include: "The Blood Oranges;" "The Lime
Twig;" "The Cannibal;" "Death, Sleep, and the Traveller;"
and "The Passion Artist" (published last month). Murkland
Hall, Room 110, at 8:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, Decembers

(at prices you can afford)

Wiley Self-Teaching Guides put valuable, marketable skills within your
reach. Wide-ranging skills, like managing your time more efficiently, or using
the revolutionary microcomputers.
Practical, must-have skills in calculus

See them today at

or accounting. Skills to improve your
chances on the LSAT, or help you find
new meaning in art.
Self-Teaching Guides from John
Wiley & Sons. 75 paperback skillmasters at low, low bargain prices field-tested to ensure your success.

CALCULUS FILM FESTIVAL: Films include: "A Function is
a Mapping;" "Limit;" "Continuity of Mappings;" and
Newton's Method." Kingsbury Hall, Room M227, at 10
a.m.
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES:
"Men's Lives," a film and discussion about masculinity in
America. Led by Liz Werth, Undergraduate Women's
Forum. Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 12 noon.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: The Status of Research
Reporting in Mathematics Education," James W. Wilson,
Professor and Head, Department of Math Ed, University of
Georgia. Kingsbury M308, from 2-3 p.m.
MEN'S WRESTLING: Maine, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field
House, 3 p.m.
THREE-DAY SERIES OF COLLOQUIA: Second of series:
"Using Existing Software for Integrals, Matrices, and Ordinary Differential Equations" (Part I), Dr. David Kahaner,
Center for Applied Mathematics,- National Burea of Standards. Kingsbury 319, at 4 p.m. Part II will be presented on
Thursday, December 6, Kingsbury 319, at 4 p.m.
EATH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Structural nature of
the Southern New England Coast End Moraines," Dr.
Robert Oldale, USGS Office of Marine Geology, WHOI.
. James Hall, Room 119, 4-5 p.m.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM IN A SERIES OF
A~TIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: "Learning by Understanding Analysis," Professor Patrick Henry Winston, Director,
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, MIT. Kingsbury 310, at 4
p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: Hoston University, Swasey Pool,
Field House, at 4:30 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: RPI, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets, student athletic tickets, or $3 general admission if
tickets available.
MAN AND THE COMPUTER SYMPOSIA SERIES: "Artificial Intelligence and our Future," Dr. · Patrick Winston,
MIT. New England Center, 8 p.m.
·
GRADUATE STUDENT RECITAL: Charles Kaufman,
bassoon. Bratton Recital }1all, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and -distributed semH
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours : Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m ., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription : $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampsh~re will _in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprmt that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER : send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co.,
I . ~bester, N.H.
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GERERAL

LOST AND FOUND SALE: A lost and found sale will be
.held at the MUB Information Center on Wednesday,
December 5, from 8 a:m.-12 noon. Items include
sweaters; jackets; hats; scarves; mittens and gloves;
textbooks and novels; jewelry; footwear of all kinds;
umbrellas; record albums; prescription glasses; a wall
hanging; and much more. Something for everyone!
Come and check us out. Prices negotiable.
TRIP TO CROCHET MOUNTAIN REHABILITATION
CENTER: We will be leavin" the St. Thomas More
Student Center at 2 p.m. on Saturday, December 8. We
need drivers. There will be a folk sel"Vlce, dinner ($2.00),
and dance with the children. Come and join us and have
fun.
AUDITIONS FOR THE 7TH ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PRODUCTION: Sunday and
Monday, December 9 and 10, · Hennessy Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, at 7:30 p.m. Two-three original
scripts will be produced in January by an all-student
company. Construction and crew help also needed. Open
to all students.
CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATING: Sunday, December 9 Granite State Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend. Come and help the
Durham Red Cross decorate the tree for the Blood Drive
which will be held December 10-13.
COFFEE HOUR FOR RETURNING ADULT
STUDENTS: Wednesday, December 5, Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union, from 4-6 p.m. An opportunity
to meet others, to find out what services are available,
and to let us know what the University should do to 'better meet your needs.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Wednesdays,
·
Schofield House, at 7 p.m.
LE CAFE FRANCAIS MEETS Wednesdays afternoons
from 3-4 p.m. in 101 Murkland Hall and is open to all
French-speaking persons in the University community.
Each week a different them is featured. This week's
topic is "Noel." Come and share our company pn
Wednesday, December 5. Refrshments served.
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR featuring Italian Scrabble,
Monopoly, and slide shows takes places on Thursdays,
from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland 102. Come practice your
linguistic and game skills.
SERENDIPITY, a forum of contemporary communications, is now accepting nonfiction/photograph/
fiction/poetry/artwork for publication. Guidelines
available in the Communications Office, Paul Creative
Atts Center M2U._Dea~line: December 19.
SENIOR KEY MEETING: The Senior Key Meeting will
be held on WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5 in the Coos
Room of the Memorial Union at 9 p.m. Discussion of
Commencement Comm~ttee activities, ring sales, and
the Red Cross Blood Dnve. By error, the meeting· was
published in Friday's paper as Monday, December 3.

n

PROJECT NOEL: A campus-wide Christmas campaign
to collect winter clothing, canned ·food, and toys for
families in need around the Seacoast area. The campaign will begin officially on December 6 and 7 at the
annual Christmas Fair to be held in the Granite State
Room of the Memorial Union. There will be -collection
bins outside the Granite Room at this time and all duirng
the following week, December 10-14, at the Information
Center and Commuter Desk in the MUB. Sponsored by
Social Service students in conjunction with Portsmouth
Community Action Program.
SKI SWAP: Thursday and Friday, December 6 and 7,
Senate-Merrimack Room, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Come to Ski
Swap! Everyone welcome to buy and sell skis and
other winter equipment. ($1 entry fee; N.H. Outing Club
gets 10° / 0 of selling price.) Major ski shops such as Ski
'Shed, Gallagher's, and Ski Works ·will be selling new
equipment at reduced prices.
THAT HAPPY FEELING, a workshop all about alcohol,
will be held in Congreve Hall's study lounge on Wednesday, December 5, at 8 p.m. All are welcome and
refreshments will be served. Sponsored by "GUSTO" of
the Office of Residential Life.
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University Theater 1979-811 Season

presents
The musical comedy by Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn
Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller
Johnson Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
General: S4 UNH Student-Employee/Senior: SJ

UNH Students. Opening Night: S2
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner-Theater Package Available
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SILVA
Silva Waxless Skis
Boots-Poles-Bindings

i '~

$69.95

KASTLE
LWLightCross $129.95
Boots~ole.s-Binding~
KASTLE
LNRoundStep
$149.95
Boots-Poles-Bindings

$259

HALLMARK CARDS AND DECORATIONS
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Open 6 Days Noon - 7 pm
Closed Saturdays

Barrmgton, NH

~ # ·t ~

#.798-118
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Route 125, ½ mile north of Route 9

.

X-C ski 'pkg's

Reg. Price 1.19
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99c ;77cea.
I CARDS
ITAGS
ISEALS

in addition to our deli cious homemade seafood.
meat. and vegetable c howders and stews .

Day. Bring addresses.
LEADERSHIP
TRAINING CLASS: Every Tuesday,
Hamilton Smith 141, at 7 p.m. Fellowship and practical
teaching in the Christain lifestyle. All are welcome.
Sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ.
ASCE-American Society of Civil Engineers: Meeting,
Tuesday, December 4, Kingsbury Hall, Room 230, from
1-2 p.m. This will be an organizational meeting for the
annµal ASCE Christmas party.
:
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB MEETING: Wednesday,
December 5, 59 Edgewood Road, at 7: 30 p.m. Last
meeting of the semester and Christmas party. Vermont
trip and Little Royal will be discussed. Meet in Kendall,
lobbyat7:15foraridethere.
MANDATORY MEETING FOR ALL AED MEMBERS:
Tuesday, December 4, iddles L-101, at 8 p.m. This will be
an informative/organizational meeting. All persons interested in the Health professions and/or AED are invited to attend.

DURHAM, N.H.
DURHAM SHOPPING MALL

400 count

.,

**
**
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
***
@1E!91~
'**
UNH STUDENT DEMOCRATS ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Thursday, December 6, Grafton Room,
Secondhand & Nostalgia, Rt. 103
Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. All students interested in
**
becoming involved in Democratic activities in the next
Kittery
Point, Maine call 439-2440
few months are invited.
**
Open Thues-Thurs. Sat-Sun.
THE GRANITE YEARBOOK: Organizational meeting,
Wednesday, December 5, Granite Office (Room 125,
New-Store Opening at 19 Islington St.
**
MUB), from 3-5 p.m. Open to all.
Portsmouth Dec. 11, 1979
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Tuesday, December 4, Ken*
dall Hall, Room 202, at 7:30 p.m. We'll discuss Career •
■~R======~======~=~~~;~=~~~===~=========~==~~~~=~==~

SALE ENDS

FOLDING
SHIRT
BOXES
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Durham Bike
M-F noon-5:00
Sat 9:30-noon
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Roofing
LEAK
continued from page 3
and will be repaired Keane said.
Keane blames the recurring
problem on a lack of supervision
when the buildings were built.
The work, he said, "was done by
qualified people, but it should
have been supervised."
"I'm a roofer, and when you
hire people you have to have a
representative of the owner to
make sure it's done according to
specifications," Keane said. he
added that he oversaw the contractor's work on the recently
completed repairs on the Field
House track and pool roofs.
The work done on Horton,
however, is an "in-house" job. It
is all done by Keane's crew instead of a private contractor.
Keane said, because they are
doing it themselves, they are able
to make a large savings. It would
cost $58,000 to have a contractor
do it, compared to the $30,000 it is
costing UNH. The money was appropria ted by the State
Legislature.
Roof work is also being done on
Randall Hall. One of the vent
caps blew off, and is now being
replaced.

Keane said they plan on
working on all the vent systems
in Randall next spring, ''it will be
a permanent waterproof repair.''
Keane said there have been
many repairs since he came to
UNH in July, 1978 to "bring the
whole campus up to par."
Other recent repairs include a
newly shingled roof on the Forest
Park apartments, and all the rain
gutters and rain leaders on the

Mini Dorms have been replaced.
Keane said his philosophy is
one of preventive maintenance.
Every spring and fall all University buildings are inspected as
part of an inspection checklistgutters and rain leaders are
cleaned, and roof, foundations,
walls and cielings are checked.
The idea, he said, "Is to find,
correct and prevent potential
leaks, the list is a highly useful
tool."

UN H Celebrity Series

1 and 3 p.m. Sunday, December 16
Johnson Theater
The Emmy-award winning Prince Street Players present a musical
adaptation of Alladin and his magic lamp . "The Players' performances
are strictly top-grade pro. If you don't have a child, borrow one,
or stir the child in your soul ar'ld go alone!" Detroit Free Press
Chlldren $2, General $3
all seats reserved

1-800-582- 7183

relaxation, and positive thinking and
meditation. We have day/night downhill skiing, cross-country skiing with instruction and our own sauna.
Join us for an eleven-day yoga intensive personally conducted by Swami
Vishnu Devananda, author of the million copy bestseller "The Complete
Illustrated Book of Yoga."
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Enclosed is $25 deposit for the following dates _ _ _ to - - ~ ' 11-day intensive

WHY PAY MORE ....
or settle ·for less?
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THE NORTH FACE
SIERRA DESIGNS
CAMP7
JANSPORT
TRAIL WISE
FRIENJ?SHIP DOWN
·WOOLRI CH
I

-We have
0

·Thinsulat·e®

revolutionary new insulation that's
. nearly twice as warm as down!
-Goose down, Polarguard, and Hollifil II
also highest quality, (µlly guaranteed
,:

We:will ·give y~u credjt, equal to
·lQ 0/0 of the full retail price of the ;
parka, jecket, or vest you purchase ,
· which may be applied toward the
purchase of any other merchandise
in the store. Offer good only with
presentation of this coupon at
time of sale.

,,

Choose From Lined
or Unlined
Leather
or Suede

Men's Sizes 7-13 Widths D & EEE

BRAND NAMES COST LESS AT
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SPECIAL PARKA-JACKET-VEST COUPON

CLASSIC BATES
FLOATERS®
Every
Pair
First
Quality

:
:*
:

-Perfect for all winter activities
-In todays newest styles & fabrics

For free ill. brochure call or write to:
SIVANANDA ASHRAM YOGA CAMP
8th Avenue, Val Morin, P.O. JOT 2R0
(819) 322-3226 New York (212) 255-4560
Washington (202) 331-9642 Chicago (312) 878-2<\,68

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip C o d e - - - - Send me free illustrated YOGA Handbook □

!
!

Baked Stuffed Clams
Steamed Hot Dogs
Tacos
· Fried Dough .
43 Mairi ~treet

From-

DEC. 22 - JAN 2, $125
or $1 2.50 per day thru the
Winter.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!
!
!
!*

PARKAS-JACKETS-VESTS

A REAL VACATION
FOR CHRISTMAS
Do you feel tired after your holidays? Do you overtax your body
during your holidays instead of finding peace? Think of your jangled
nerves, stiff spine, rounded shoulders,
and ill ventilated lungs, coated with tar
and nicotine; the result is shallow
breathing, poor concentration and
very little will power.
What you need 1s a yoga winter vacation at our Yoga Camp on 250 acres of
the Laurentian Mountains. Our daily
schedule includes proper exercise,
proper breathing, proper diet, proper

*·

**
*
*
!* QUICK SERVICE SNACKSf*
***
***

Prince
Stree(t
Players

742-8078

DOVER

l

\*******************************J
*
*!*
*
Make It
!
:*
**
;* _THE CATNIP PUB!*
***
***
:*
For The Best
:*
:

Memorial Union Durham. NH 03824
Telephone : (603) 862 -2290 . 10 a.m.-4 p .m. weekdays.

Strafford County
Human Services
Coordinating Council

4 -
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OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 16, 1979

lllildtmtSS Crai/s
PETTEE BROOK LANE
TEL. (603)868-5~
DURHAM , NEW H~MPSHIRE 0082'4
New Hours : Mon.-Fri . 9- 5:30, Thursday Til 8:30 , Sat. 9-5
W Iiderness Camp i ng, Back Packing, Sk i T ouri n g

Mon-Tues 9-5: 30
Wed-Thurs-F ri 9-8:30
Sat 9-5
Sun 11-5
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terrogating students · upstairs
who were from CARP''.
They both recalled CARP as an
affiliate of the Unification Church
Pistachio's Mary Newell, to find which had appeared on campus
before.
out who the attendant was.
CARP
Onore took descriptions of the
Mary Newell refused to speak
contin1:1ed from page 1
with them, according to Jeff two, young men who had talked to
The ice creain shop attendant Onore, assistant director of Newell and look~ throughout the
refused to give the CARP people stud~nt activities/oro2rammimz. MUB to find them to discuss what
her name. The CARP members Onore said Mary Newell, they were doing. He could not
tried to find the manager of "told me .there were _peoyle in- find them.
The attendant at Pistachio's
said she saw them in other spots
in the MUB. "I can see what they
are doing to people, asking each
of them the same questions," she
added.
Another student who would like
to remain anonymous said he was
approached by two women from
CARP on Friday. They g~ve him
a CARP newsletter called "World
Student Times." The two, a
short, fair haired girl and an
orientral with a broken accent,
asked for a donation in return.
The newsletter they issued
concerned nuclear and alternative energy. It was written in
favor of nuclear energy . . It also
included current information on
CARP and the Unification Church.
Ginger Burn, a student living in
Newmarket, said she saw an
oriental person, who said he was
from Boston, on the sidewalk in
·
front of Hamilton Smith.
The CARP member was hand-·
· ing out pamphlets and asking
for donations. "He said he wanted people to be aware of both
sides of the nuclear power issue."
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J.. Soliciting an~ interrogating

~ARP reappears

he new hampshire
needs qualified, enthusiastic
students to fill the following
paid posi~ions:

ACCOUNTS MANAGER
DVERTISING ASSOCIATE
CO-PHOTO EDITOR

Applications are available in
Room 151 MUB.
oO\\f\e

oe DECEMB-ER 10

students are both against MUB
policy, according to Onore.
He said it is a public place
where anyone can come in. But
when students feel they are being
harassed action should be taken.
If students are being bothered,
Sanborn and Onore would interview the students·, see if there is a
pattern to the disturbances, and
then talk to the group responsible, Onore said.
So far there have been no complaints other than that of Mary
Newell this semester.
CARP has not made any effort
to run programming from the
MUB or become a student
organization, according to Sanborn.
An official from the Unification
Church's Boston office said there
were CARP representatives from
the local New Hampshire area
who were trying to start an office
in the Durham area.
·
She also confirmed the
association between CARP and
the Unification Church.
- According to an article in the
Chronicle of Higher Education
(November 13, ·1979) - the CARP

organization has launched a
major recruiting drive in this
country.
· CARP had first appeared at
UNH in 1975 as a recognized
student organization, according
to Sanborn. The New Hampshire
began an investigation on CARP
because of campus debate and
charges across the country
against CARP concerning brainwashing,
kidnapping
and
harrassment.
The publication of The New

Hampshire's findings led the

orsanization to move out of their
office at 2 Strafford Avenue.
They maintained an office on
Pleasant Street in Portsmouth
until last year.
In 1978, the church's state
director, Charles Wheeler based
at the Portsmouth office, asked to
use the MUB to show the
Unification Church's presentation of the movie "Sidhartha".
Student government allowed it,
with the showing of another
program with an opposing
viewpoint.
Several other
requests were -made, but
Sanborn, the Board of Govenors,
and others met and determined
that further programming would
be inappropriate.
The Chronicle described the
resurgence of CARP activity as
"an army of missionaries from
the Unification Church who have
launched a highly organized
campaign to bombard American
colleges with the teachings of
Rev. Sun Myung Moon.''
The church began in 1954 and is
now claiming a membership of
37,000. It began its drive with a
tour of 20 colleges in January including 20 dancers of the Inter_ national Folk Ballet, an eight
piece folk-rock band, and several
speakers, said the Chronicle.
Graduates of the Unification
Seminary in Tarrytown, N. Y.
who have been assigned to
recruit students in the Boston
area, work from a five story
townhouse formerly owned by
Jordan
Marsh
department
stores.

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for latest catalog.
thousands of termpapers on all~
subjects. Enclose SS.00 to coyer
return ~~9•·
.

ESSAV SERVICES
17

v-..Ontario.
St.,

Suite 1504
Canada

Toronto,

MSE 1J8

1fie

(418) 366-6549

PIANOS FOR SALE

JERK

Baby Grand, Walnut case:$495
· Also upright pianos as is and rebuilt
Pianos repaired and refinished

Raymond Desjardins
-742-5919 before 8:30 a.m.
or ~ate evenings

r

•.
SPECIAL INTEREST
HOUSING AVAILABLE
at
SACKETT HOUSE .MINI DORM

Residency provides opportunity
for experiencial learning and personal
development. Male/female & single/double
rooms open for next semester.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
A CARL REINER FILM

INTERESTED
Call 2-1909Ask for Maureen or Jim
or
2-1172 Ask for Brenda or Nick

STEVE MARTIN

Time.

1heJER)<

Money
Blood.

We need all
you can
spare:~
-

Reel Cross
is counting
on you.

In

1
sta~~i ~~

BERNADETTE PETERS, CATLIN ADAMS JACKIE MASON
and

~:r~i~~ran

Screenpl~!STEVE MARTIN, CARL GOTTLIEB, MICHAEL ELIAS Slo~:STEVE MARTIN &CARL GOTTLIEB

'"'"'::DAVIDV.PICKER ..,WILUAM E.McEUEN mm•::CARLREINER I~.~
.

'1

.

'

.
.
.
READ THE WAR.HER BOOK

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

'

~19,79 UNI VE RSAL CITY STUDIOS. INC All RIGHTS RESERVED

~ ~
--

••••.

iR' UNttfl:~~!rs~cco::v,-~
·
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN .
'

,

.

1
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Ern~ys
EMMY

the trip of a tall ship from Maine
to Haiti, which has run aground
is presently
several times and
laid up in Quincy Massachusetts
entered seve~
Last year
pieces and won one award for .the Concord String Quartet's pe1;formance of Bartok and Haydn.
Six pieces were entered this year.
Price said that they will
probably enter Wildcat Hockey
again next year. "It's nice to be
the best every year.,,
.

WENH

continued from page 3
the Ingersol Rand Corporation of
Nashua which sets the movement
of heavy machinery to classical
pieces of music by Johann Straus
anrl Hector Berlioz.
A poetic narration titled
"Memories of Fire" was written
by Elizabeth Longfellow, a
freelance film writer from
Greenland, New Hampshire.
Anderson is now doin~ a film of

an1·te
...
G
... ,
GRANITE

r

Cu·tttL"'"9 ChaQet ('; . . , .
_

✓." r_- ---✓,,,.-,

~

Vl

cont·mued from page 3

•PRECISION HA IR CU TT ING•

qu;lity work,". Pettegill said. .
h_e . Granite awards its
publ~shmg contract YE:3rly after
all bids have ~n co~idered.
L_ast year s G_ramte s~ould
arriv:e over vacation and will be
diS t ributed earl~ ';\ext s~mester.
The 197~ edition wi~l b~ completed on time and distributed . -...
nextSentember.

HA'R~B
UMU TEoa
Walk-In
or
Appointment
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
"Thurs .·& Fri. Eve. '.til

HairS Y if!g · ~. reg: .,l

659-2943

Tuesday-Friday
. Mitchell Road, Nottingham, N~H.
?

~-----~------------.;...Lee Traffic Circle, 125 S. 2 Miles Turn Right

Hillsboro -Sullivan Room
Tues-Fri , Dec 18-21

9:00 - 4:00

PHONE·
29 Main St.
Durham. N.H.. 868-7051

LOST

&
FOUND SALE .
MUB INFO CENTER
WED., DEC. 5
8AM-12NOON
MAKE AN OFFER

N.H.O.C.
SKI SWAP
Dec. 6 & 7 9am-5pm
Senate Merrimack Room MUB

SELL and BUY

Winter Sports Equipment

+·· '- ,)

,
(former Man_a9erof Great Expectations, Newington)
~ o
$
·
t l

MUB

7

·.\

.

u\Aa1tga1tetCBa1tQett ,

WHETHER USED ON .THIS CAMPUS OR NOT

MEN'S&
LADIES'
STYLING

_

__

1'' JadeBuddah

Jewelry
Wall Hanging
Record Albums
Books
Umbrellas
Measuring Cups
Needlepoint
Prescription Glasses
Watches ·
Sandals, boots, clogs, & sneakers
Caps and hats
Mittens and gloves
Shirts and sweaters
Coats and jackets
Raincoats

·.
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5
STORES IN ONE
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS FUN
, . Complete fgbrjc store
6:30

''Clockwork
Orange"

Dec.4
Tues.

9:00

Tonight is $1.00 Night
"Brother SunWerl:. only
Sister Moon''

6:30 ·

Dec.5

Dec.6
Thurs. only
Dec. 7, 8
Fri. &Sat.

8:45

wool, corduroy, flannel, silk, chamois
calico quilting kits and stuffings .
fabric panels, Butterick patterns
Swiss Metrosene thread, notions & imported
Ribbon from Malta!

2. Complete Framing Store
No waiting for custom or do-it-yourself
with over 100 moldings and Bainbridge &
Cresent mat boards in stock
Shrink wrapping, too. Glass and Mirrors cut
to order

6:30

''The Lion in
Winter''

9:00

''The Seduction
of Joe Tynan''

Every Wednesday is $1.00 Night

Compltete CraftI Store

Lots of Ideas
Lots of Help
Lots of Supplies
Lots of Kits .
Quantity Discount Prices

4. Complete Art Store
Caligraphy pens
and books et al!
Paint sets from JO~ to $35,00 _
5. Complete GallereStore
Museum Quality ards
·
Christmas Cards
Stationary and Envelopes
·
Baskets.

All at

6:30
8:30

3.

The Outback

Main St.
Durham

TUESDAV DEC. 14th

FLESH GORDON
a mysterious carnal
ray threatens world
virginity.
UNCENSORED, UNCUT
9:15 p.m.

I
STUN
/

• • • .

/

11111

UNIVERSAL PICTURES and COLUMBIA PICTURES Presenl

DAN AYKROYD · Nf DBf ATTY· JOHN BHUSHl ·lORRAINf GARY· MURRAY HAMllTON ·CHRISTOPHER lf f
TIM MATHfSON · TOSHIRO MlfUNf · WARRfN OAHS · ROBfRT STACK· TRfAT WIUIAMS
in An AM,lm Produdl'.11 ol ASTE\1:N Sf1ELBERG FILM

ili ~MlfI]

NANCY Allf N· fDOlf DfmN · BOBBY OiCICCO · DIANNf KAY · SUM PICKf NS · WfNOlf JO SPHBfR· UONfl SlANOfR Direclor ol Pholography WILLIAM AFRAKER ASC . Screenplay by ROBERT ZEMECKIS &BOB GALE
th
S!ory by ROBERT ZEMECKIS &BOB GALE and JOHN MILIUS · Music by JOHN WILLIAMS · Produced by BUZZ ~EITSHANS · Execul1ve Producer JOHN MILIUS · Directed by STEVEN SPIELBERG I Read e Ballantine Book !

COMING F ·O R CHRISTM AS

I I ,·
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Spitz
CAUCUS

comment to make on the letter
which was dated Nov.15.
Chase also said he would rather
· not comment on the letter sent to
him by Spitz's lawyer.
The Faculty Council member
who did not support the
resolution, Associate Professor of
Anthropology, Richard Downs,
opened the debate.
He said to end the matter this
way would violate the feeling of
collegiality that is supposed to
exist between administration and
faculty and which was used as an
argument against collective
bargaining. It is better to wash
your dirty linen in public, he said,
than to wear it.
"Professor Downs crystallized
a lot of my thoughts," said
Joseph Murdoch, professor of
electrical engineering.
"I would love to shed this case
and get on with important issues.
But after searching long and hard
I think we're going to do ourselves more harm than good (by
passing this resolution), Murdoch
said. ''Much as I-would· 1ove to
put it all behind me, it is impossible to do so."
Hans Heilbronner, professor of
history, supported the resolution
although he did not agree with
what he called, the implicit
presumption of guilt in it.
Heilbronner said that there was
nothing more the Faculty Caucus
could do for the grievants and if
they wanted to pursue it further
they could take it to extrauniversity bodies.
Faculty Council member
Robert
Simpson,
associate
professor of physics, noted the
resolution had been carefully
worded.
"It- · was
the considered
judgment of the four sponsors
that the Faculty Caucus should
put this issue behind us," Simp~on said. "The first point (of the
resolution) is the Caucus realizes
that the promotion and tenure
process was subjective to administrative intervention."
The resolution also included a
provision stating no reprisals
were to be taken against the four
grievants from the political
science department.

ORDER
KODAK
ENLARGEMENTS
Enlargements of favorite slides
or KODACOLOR Negatives
make ideal gifts. Great, too ,
for home or office decoration
. . . or just for remembering .
Sizes from 5 x 7 to 16 x 20.
Order this week in time for

Christmas gifting .

COLOR

PROCESSING

,. Kodak

TOWN AND CAMPUS
868-9661

Eyeglass Savings
from the Jult ser,lce specialists of

~ 819 '.;

continued from page 1
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LUN~TTE.OPTIQUE·
LICENSED OPTICIANS

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

!Ii 1111111111111111111111111i 1111111i I I I I I Ill 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Open 11 'till 1 a.m. daily
Sunday 12 noon 'till 10 p.m.

LADIES NIGHT-TUESDAY
SO RELAX WITH

&

GOOD FOOD, DRINK, AND FRIENDS AT

a
..

STATION 319

2MAIN ST., SOMERSWORTH
TRACKSIDE

1

..

, •,i-

1111111111111111111111111;~•~;~•~;;•;;;~11;~;;•~~~;~;;"'11111111111111====
.D I N N E R
2 Main st.
FOR TWO Somerswort_h, N.H ..
Tracks1de

"GOOD TILL JANUARY 1st"

1111111111111111111111■1111111111111111111111■1111111111111■u111111111111111111■11■ 1111■11■1111■11■11111111■11■1111ia

20 %
Di~count for all UNH
students and faculty
Just bring In your prescription or let us copy it
from your eyeglasses.
.
·AO Soft C~ntiu.:t.;Lenses

s195_

·Complete .

466 Central Ave.
· -749-2094
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, N.H.·

We're on the kari-Va_n Unel!
Does not include sales or contact lenses

WHATA
DAV.

I

I

I

After 15 interviews with various companies, I finally found MITRE . And after 15
interviews I definitely knew what I was looking for when I saw it .
I had to have breathing room . A place
that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects. On the other
hand , I had to know I'd be able to turn to
other people for advice and backup . And I
definitely wanted a steady growth situation .
With the MITRE people, I knew right
away I'd found it all.
At any given time , they have some 75
or so funded , significant programs involving
several hundred separate projects and
tasks. And because they're Technical Advisors to the Air Force's Electronic Systems
Division in Command, Control and Communications (C 3 ) , they design and develop
some of the world 's most advanced information systems .
Still , MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one . Because they have
to come up with the right solution every time .
That's their product.
The best of MITRE to me is that they'll
let me move from project to project if I want,
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one.
There's always something waiting for me.
I'm glad it took 15 interviews to get to
MITRE. Now when I say I chose them, I
know exactly what I'm talking about.

Openings exist in :

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
RADAR SYSTEMS
See your Placement Office to set up an
on-campus interview, or send your resume
directly to the Jerome P. McKinnon~
The MITRE Corporation ! Bedford, MA 01730.

MITRE will be at

University of New Hampshire
on December 13, 1979

THE===============

MITRE
CORPORATION

MITRE ,s an equal o pportunity
empl oyer actively seeking appl1 cat1ons under
,t s aff1rmat1ve acti o n program .
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----editori als---No more ZooNH
Resident Assistants are being harassed,
threatened, and in some cases beaten in UNH's
dorms.
Officials say the rise in violence is alcoholrelated, but the point is that students are beating
on other students who are just trying to do their
job.
Instead of counseling students and helping them
cope with the problems dorm life can present, RAs
are being forced to act like a student-level police
force. Students don't see them as peers, but as

authority that must be defied.
UNH' s characther seems to be taking an ugly
turn. Vandalism is rampant-from stealing signs to
setting afire trash containers. Fights break out in
public and now RAs are being threatened.
Granted, it's only a small percentage· of students
from among the thousands who attend UNH who '
are causing a problem. But an RA isn't beaten or
harassed in a vacuum. People who silently stand ·
by and watch someone abuse an RA are as guilty
~s the harasser. Through inaction, students are

l:Ondoning the atmosphere RAs are being forced to
work in.
_RAs are only students. They are not supermen
and women impervious to the pressures placed on
them through their job.
The students can help by understanding their
RA' s position. And the administration can help by
taking actions as harsh as possible with people
who are found guilty of intimidating RAs.
· ·-·The University of Massachusetts has become
known as ZUM~ss. Are we on the road to
ZooNH7

letters

fun place!"
Once again, thank you for contributing your time, interest, and
patience.

Thanks

Janice A Mirabassi
Harbor School Children's Unit
Newbury, Ma.

To the Editor:
To the residents of Hubbard Hall:
On behalf of the _sa~ at The Harbor School Children's Unit, I would
like to express a great deal of thanks to
those people who helped to create the
enjoyable experience that our children
had at UNH earlier this month.
It was generous of you to donate
your Saturday morning "sleeping . To the Editor:
time" .to participate in the activities
that had been planned for you and your
In the Nov. 16th issue of The New
The
Harbor School "Partner."
Hampshire, Anna Bolick advocates
children, needless to say, were over- · closing Parsons Hall and asks the
whelmed in a very positive way by the
question "What has science done for
you?" The answer is "NOTHING!"
individual attention they receiv~.
After their day of bowling and Science has not created, restored,
cured, nor realized. Only people have
skating, and after meeting such a
great group of people, the kids con- done these things in response to the
needs of other people who say there is
cluded that college "must be a really

a need. True, we have made mistakes
in the name of science and technology,
but we are still learning. And, our
record has not been all bad. We can
now fly with the birds, race with the
gazelles, swim with the whales, communicate with the world, and expect to
live 75 years. Unfortunately it often
takes a good portion of those 75 years
for one to accumulate the wisdom to
appreciate.
Robert Blanchard
Botany

Technology

R9?ortera
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their lives to this cause after attending
one of their infamous weekend
retreats, in which Moon's ideas are
taught in an emotionally charged atmosphere, with a barrage of conjecture mixed with logic, while Moon's
name is never mentioned.
' Those students who are interested in
"saving" the world, serving human:
ity, etc., should investigate a variety
of organizations and philosophies
before making a major committment,
and even after that committment is
made should maintain an open mind.
Furthermore, any philosophy,
especially that of the Unification
Church, should be studied carefully
and critically, in private, away from
the influence of zealous, enthusiastic
'
and likable adherents.
Greg Mcisaac

Trust
To the Editor:
Found·: One small grey kitten, 10
· months old approximately, near · the
Coops in Durham ... , hung by the
neck ...

Carp

Dana Jennings
Anne Langlois
Tom Lynch
John Elliott
Beth Albert
Rachel Gagne
Lee Hunsaker
Brendan DuBois
Jonathan Blake
Joan Mullaney

Donna Funteral
DonlAngell

Clrculaflon

JodvLevlne

To the Editor:
You of UNH have always willingly
and enthusiastically accepted the
responsibility of meeting patient blood
needs. You know someone must extend himself to all those whose lives

Editor-In-Chief
Managing Editors

the
new
hampshire
Staff Reporter

Blood

depend so precariously on the
·
availability of blood.
When the Red Cross bloodmobile
returns to the Memorial Union on
December 10-11-12-13 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. each day, your Durham Red
Cross will again ask you to continue to
help us toward an adequate supply for
the long holiday ahead t
You will be again asked to give the
most precious gift of all! When you
give of yourself in this Christmas
season you in turn will recieve a gifta gift of friendship with a stranger who
needed you. You will know that this
stranger may live because you gave
him "The Gift ofa Lifetime".
Christmas comes but once a year,
but you can make it one to be remembered! Corne-join us around our
Christmas tree and bring joy to your
world.
In the holiday spirit,
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Ctr.

Be forewarned-members of the Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles (CARP) have been calling
on students and distributing literature
on campus. CARP is a front group for
the Unification Church. The only principles they "research" are those
taught by the Rev. Sun Myung Moon,
and a smattering of ideas from various
sources that happen to agree with Mr.
.
Moon's.
These people, I'm sure, are very
friendly, engaging, sincere, full of
good intentions, and probably no more
naive or tunnel visioned than most
students. But, be careful of their
ulterior motives. The ultimate purpose of this orgainzation is . to show
that Rev. Moon is the messiah. and
that the world can be "saved" only by
loving and serving him. Although it
sounds bizarre, a number of intelligent
people have been persuaded to devote

How many mothers sent their
_ children out to play a few Sundays
past, in the town of Durham, without
the slightest tinge of apprehension,
because there was an unknown murderer at large.
Few animal owners would fear for
the safety of their animals without a
similar notification. Animals can be
loved and cherished as much as
children. They are irreplacable companions in the hearts of many the
young and old. Like children, animals
are naive about trusting strangers.
Aggie, a scared stray kitten, at one
time unhandleable by anyone, was
taught to love and trust humans once
again.
. And where did this trusting get her? ·
Please look out for your animal's '
safety, they don't know how to look out
for themselves.
Wendy R. Williams
Fred Ludvigsen
Bob Watkins

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor

and prints them as. space allows, but" cannot guarantee the in-clusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
words in order to be printed. All letters· are subjected to minor
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's. ·
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824 .
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"High Butto n Shoes " will take you back in time
By Kathy Scrizzi
It is 1913.
A time of innocence before the
first world war. A time lovingly
parodied by Mack Sennett in his
silent slapstick comedies of
Keystone cops and bathing
beauties. It is the time of the first
automobiles, big hats, the
tango ...
And it is the time of "High Button Shoes".
The scene is New Brunswick,
NJ, the home of Rutgers University and the boyhood home of infamous con man Harrison Floy.
With his ever-loyal sidekick Pontude, Floy is wanted by the law in
every state. He decides to play
his con games on the citizens of
the town where he is still remembered as a hard-working soda
jerk.
American"
"typical
The
Longstreet family becomes the
vehicle for Floy's real estate
(swampland) swindle. He woos
Mama and Papa Longstreet with
promises of wealth, and young
Fran with promises of marriagemuch to - the annoyance of
Rutgers -football star Oggle.
The nostalgic musical comedy
o ned o~ B~~~~ay in 1949 with

Phil Silvers (of TV's Sgt. Bilko
fame) in the leading role. The
show had a successful run of two
years.
UNH's production is being
directed by Dr. Joseph Batcheller, with Dr. Henry Wing as
musical director arid Jean Mattox as choreographer. Mattox was
a chorus member of "High Button Shoes'' on Broadway.
That connection may have influenced this season's choice of a
musical, but Mattox stressed the
importance of the show's large
cast and technical crew.
"We try to pick shows that
use many of the theater people
here," she said. "The students
are here to learn and if you
choose a show that uses only a
few people, that leaves a bulk of
the department out."
There are 33 people in the cast,
ten in the orchestra and 25 involved in backstage work.
The choreographer noted that
"High Button Shoes" is not performed often in professional or
university theaters because
many theater groups don't have
as large a troupe to draw from.
"Without a large cast it would
be im sible to do the 'Mack

"High Button Shoes" opens tonight at the Johnson Theater~ (Lisa Seiden photo)
Sennett Ballet', which is one of comedy," he said.
.
the most well-known numbers in
"We use the productio~ as part
the show--you can't cut it,' '. she of the theater training--flrst tne
said.
students take the classes, then
The "Mack Sennett Ballet" is they do projects and then use the
an intricate dance number in Act training in performance," Dr.
II that incorporates many of Sen- Batcheller said.
nett's most famous characters,
"High Button Shoes" is imporincluding the bumbling Keystone
cops in a wild chase after theives tant as a training ground for its
performers, but is also important
Floy and Pontdue.
Dr. Batcheller feels an advan- as an ·entertainment for its
talle of "High Button Shoes" is · audiences. The blue of comicthat it requires two types of strip color in the period costumes
dance from the cast-theater and the imaginative sets, coupled
dance and ballet.
with the dances, music and
"We're one of the few depar_t- values of another era will provide
ments in northern New England, a source of nostalgia for the older
audience, while showing the
probably the only one, with
. good growing dance conviction, younger members the styles of
things gone by.

a

fea tur es,etc.
"High Button Shoes" is comedy, music, and nostalgia. (Lisa Seiden photo)

Fuller plays the
tradit ional jazz
By Michael Landroche
With a snapping of his fingers,
a slight tip-tappin.e: of his right
foot, and"a one, land a two,
and a ... ," jazz clarinetist Jerry
Fuller started up the music last
nig}:lt.
Fuller, with his four piece
back-up band, played traditional
jazz, accenting it with a little
Dixieland, before about 275
people in the Strafford Room of
the MUB last night.
Behind Fuller was Don Doane
on the trombone, Tom Gallant on
the piano, Whit Browne on the
bass, and Alan Dawson on the
drums.
Fuller started the first set with
"Honey
Woopie,"
, "Makin'
Suckle Rose," and "This is all I
ask."
The music started on .a quick,
up-beat tempo, but Doane and his
trombone turned it au around
with the soothing sounds of a
church bell striking midnight to
"This is all I ask."
The bass player slowly drew
his left arm up and down the neck
of his instrument, plucking the
heavy sounding strings with his
right ha!}d.

The drummer lightly tappea
the snare. And the audience
looked content, as if it was a
musical on the late-late movie.
But the mood was suddenly
broken when Fuller introduced
"Take the 'A' Train." The music
was fast and fine.
The piano man swiftly moved
-his hands over the keyboard, and
the bass player almost waltzed
his bass around the stage keeping
in beat.
And Fuller's clarinet sounded
so sweet.
Fuller looked like an English
teacher in his blue sport coat,
neatly cut gray hair, and ever- .
present smile. His music was
grammatically perfect.
The second set started where
the first left off.
"Stopping at the Savoy," and
"Do you Know What it Means to
two
Orleans,"
New
Miss
Dixieland numbers seemed to
bring the audience back to a little
bar on Bourbon Street.
The audience thanked the band
for the trip with a loud round of
app_lause.

JAZZ, page 15

Jerry Fuller goes through his moves at last night's concert. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Hart House . offers nutrition and educatio n
••

By Christina Chant
David Dodge refers to himself
as "an eccentric." He is the
"sometime" owner, ("most of
the time it owns me") of Hart
House General Store on Marcy
Street in Portsmouth.
Whether the eccentricity is the
direct result of owning a unique
store, or a trait inherited through
the Dodge family line is hard to
say, but Dodge, 36, will attribute
it to nutrition.
''People wonder why there is
delinquency, crime, why people
are irritable," he said. "There
are many reasons, of course, but
I propose that what people eat, or
don't eat, can be a major contributing factor.''
Dodge takes his store seriously.
He is dedicated to educating the
public about nutrition. ,
An example of his "teaching"
lies in the sacks of whole wheat
grain lounging in clumps around
the store. Hart House is the first
store in the area to use stone
mills to grind wheat for, its
variety of homemade breads, according to Dodge.
''The home baked breads
- resulted initially froni a selfish
venture," Dodge said, grinning.
''Two years ago I started baking
batches of bread for myself. I'd
sell two and kee_p one for myself.
Then, we were buying from seven
commercial bakeries like Wonderbread or Pepperidge Farm.
Now, all we sell is our own."
Hart House is a hybrid of opposing elements. It is a natural
food store
ei t

bakery, a candy store, a package
store and a classroom on many
occasions. During the winter,
classes from area school visit
Hart House on field trips. They
grind wheat, bake bread, and use
an antique peanut grinder to
make peanut butter.
Antique scales, two stone mills
and the peanut grinder share
space with a computerized cash
register. "Every piece _of
machinery I purchase is used, mcluding the ancient ones,'' Dodge
said.
Hanging in bunches from the
rafters of the almost three hundred-year-old ceiling in the deli
are bagels and a set of horns that
belonged to some long ago,
digested beast.
Hart House, like most buildings
in downtown Portsmouth, has an
illustrious past. Before Dodge
opened the Hart House it
belonged to a World War II
veteran and his family. They
transformed the first floor of the
three story home into McNabb's
Market.
According to some of the _old~r
neighbors, McNabb would . sit
outside his store and r!Y a dime
to children who wol!h! come into
his market rather than the
established market up the street.
Hart House can boast of being
the only store in the area to sell
Haagen-Daz ice cream con~s,
which is an all-natural Dutch ice
cream that costs $1.55 a pint. All _
their sandwiches are served on
homemade sunflower bread or Hart House in Portsmouth is more than a general store. (Chris Chant photo)
"the e ito
of dinner rolls-the
Alturd Bulkie." The Alturd
Bulkie gained popularity among
neighborhood kids for its shape
and texture which reflects its

Bourbon Street

comes to UNH

.
. H
.
Th e d e II. coumter
at art House. (Chris
Chant photo)
·

na~ge tends to shy away from
becoming a specialty store.
"Ninety per.cent of the con- JAZZ
sumers will not go into a - continu~d from page 14
specialty store. I like to think of
The clarinet screeched to ..The
Hart House as a half-way house,
Dodge says, "somewhere in the Bourbon St. Parade," and
middle so people aren't in- ''Sweet Georgia Brown,'' with the
timidated, yet where they might trombone harmonizing to keep a
find something different."
neat balance of high and low
Someday, Dodge hopes. to sounds.
reconstruct the main stairway
Once again, the crQwd was
that was torn down back in Mc- thankful.
b
Fuller
the concert with
Nab Market days. He also hopes "AU I Do ended
the Whole Day Through
to educate people in reconstructing their eating habits. "I learn- is Think of You," a song off his
ed the hard way. For years I own album.
wasn't feeling sick, but I wasn't
When the show was over,
feeling well either,'' Dodge says. people milled out of the Strafford
"I fee1 better now, a t th"irty-six
· Room
humming .their favorite
th
"ght'
t
bof
than I ever did at twenty.
I at- e m
s _musica1 en rees y
tribute it all to diet.,,
Fuller and his band.

A sketch: A Durham Romanc e
He met her at Nick's late one Friday night when
he was almost drunk. She sat alone at the table
nearest the door sipping a Black Russian. He had
stumbled out of the bathroom, tripped and bumped into her table, nearly spilling the drink. He
lurched into the chair opposite her and
apologized.
"Awfully sorry," he said.
"It's all right," she said.
She was tall and had large brown eyes that
seemed to hide behind her long, black hair. He
looked at her once and then stared at the table. It
was when he was looking at the table that he saw
the cold, slimy"lamprey eel wrapped in a clear
plastic bag near her left hand.
"Taking vertebrate morphology?" he asked.
-"Yes," she said.
· ."You must be a zo major, huh7"
"No."

"No7"
"I'm a dancer."
"Why' re you taking vertebrate morphology if
you' re a dancer?"
"Why does Rice play Texas?"
He got up and walked towards the men's room.
"Excuse me," he said. She smiled. When he return-

ed, she was gone. The table was damp where the
eel had been.
'
The next time he saw her was at the Kari-van
stop in front of T-Hall. They stood next to each
other for about five .minutes and said nothing. He
glanced at her. She glanced at him.
"Where abouts do you live in Newmarket?" he
asked, dropping his "Sociology of Sport" tt!Xt
book on his right foot.
"Sliding Rock Apartments," she said. "You7"
"Down on Bay Road."
He sat next to her on the bus. They didn't say
anything until his stop.
"Would you, uh, like to go to, uh, dinner Friday
night7" he asked, picking at his left thumbnail.
"Sure," she said like she had just been asked if
she wanted more macaroni and cheese.
"What's your number?"
"659-2185."
"Well, see ya."
"Good-bye."
She stared out the window the rest of the ride,
her cheek pressed against the cool window glass.
When she got home, she ate a supper of yogurt

mixed with honey and granola. After, she read 79
pages of Joyce's "Ulysses", wrote a letter to the ·
New York Times complaining about its dance
reviews, and then listened to her Dory Previn
records until she went to bed. Why did I say yes,
she wondered, as she shut off her bedroom light.

Their affair lasted six weeks. He didn't want it
to end. She did. She said she felt trapped-physially strangled. He didn't understand. He
never did.
One night, soon after their break-up, he walked
the three miles to her apartment. Through the
window he saw her dancing in the living room.
She whirled, spinned, and leaped and just missed
crashing into the beige walls. She used to dance
for him. He read to her.
He didn't knock on the door, but walked home
shuffling his feet.
Once home, he sat in his musty-smelling overstuffed chair and watched the Monday Night
Football game. He ate Wisconsin Sharp Cheese on
Ritz crackers. He told Howard Cosell he didn't
love her really. But he always said that.
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-Police arrest five
this past weekend

BLOOD.
Remember:
its easier
to give
~

ARRESTS
continued from page 2

~

'

the cluster was evacuated and
searched, Prince said.
No bomb was found. The entire building was evacuated and
enclosed by 9:30 p.m., he said
but was reopened by 10:30 p.m.
As a result of an investigation
by Officers Scott Freedman,
Patricia Hanson and Prince,
Egan was arrested the following

Ii
0

~

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOU FREE: I00-223-1782

.C-AM.ERA

OYSTER

SHOP

BAR

g

I '

1(~- '

Freshly Shocked Oysters 25fea. ·
Cherrystone clams 204 ea.

PLUS

We offer the
largest aelecnon ·
of gifts tor the
photographer on your
Christmas Hat

Free HorD'oeuvres

·LAYAWAYS ACCEPTED

EVERY THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
4:30-6:30

WILDWOOD LOUNGE

three locattona fQr your
- - - - Shopping convenience..;.·------'"'Central Ave.
Dover

nowatthe
Newington Ma,1

The New England Center
Strafford A venue
Durham, N.H .

N.MalnSt.
·Rochester

night and charged with communicating a false public alarm,
Prince said.
Egan's
arraignment was
scheduled for 9 a.m. this morning
at the Durham District Court.
At 1 a.m. on Dec. 1, Michael
Couture, a 26-year-old UNH staff
member was arrested and
charged with pulling a false fire
alarm, Prince said.
Couture, a Computer Services
employee in Kingsbury Hall and
a Newmarket, NH, resident,
allegedly pulled a false fire
alarm on the sixth floor of
Christensen Hall at 12: 30 a.m. on
Dec. 1. Sgt Earl Luke made the
arrest, according to Prince.
Couture is also scheduled to be
arraigned on December 7 at 9
a.m.
The final arrest was that of
Michael Mcinnis, 18, of Alexander Hall and Pelham, NH.
Mcinnis was arrested on Dec. 2
and charged with arson shortly
after a fire broke out in a dumpster at the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity on Main Street.
The arrest was made by Luke
after a brief investigation. Mcinnis was reportedly in the area at
the time the fire began, at 3:15
a.m. on Dec. 2.
At 3 a.m. that same day there
was a dumpster fire behind
Alexander Hall. No arrests have
been made in that case, Prince
said.
Mcinnis is scheduled to be
arraigned on Dec. 7 at 9 a.m.
also.

. IN THE DARK
ABOUT YOUR CAREER?
Open more doors and shed some light

on it at the:
Alu.nuii Association's

CAREER NIGHT
SERIES '79
.
1n
- REAL ESTATE
'

panelists:

Robert Phillips, The Norwood Group
James Shanley, James A. Shanley, Corp.
Leonard Lord, Kendall Real Estate

TUESDAY DECEMBER 11, 1979
ELLIOT ALUMNI CENTER
REFRESHMENTS SERVED·

7:00 p.m.

,

\
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is looking
for interested students to fill .
the following positions.on its
staff:

Asst. Editor for Aegis Magazine
Asst. Editor for Catalyst Magazine
Asst. Productions Manager

-

1980-81

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION MATERIAL

STUDENTS NEED:
1. A 1980-81 UNH Application for Financial Aid

and
2. A 1980-81 Financial Aid Form/Financial Aid Supplement

which is-sent to the College Scholarship Service,
Princeton, N.J.

;

**

**

*
***
*
*
*
*·
;* All interested please stop by the !*
;*
.MUB Room 153 to fill out an
;*
;*
application.
!*
*
***
·*
*
**
**
*
***
*
.
~
***************
***************
********~*

.

PRIORITY DEADLINES:
Undergraduate Students-February 15, 1980
Graduate Students-May 1, 1980

FINANCIAL AID COUNSELING AVAILABLE
FROM 8:30 a.m. -4 pam. Monday through Friday

.

----class ified a d s - - - - for sale
Realistic STA-64 Stereo Reclever w/
Quatravox - $250. Pair of Realistic Optlmus 5B 3-way speakers - $250. Entire system tor
$450. Call 862-2373 ask tor Rich In rm. 264.
12/14
CLASS RINGS will be on sale on Dec. 4, 5, 6,
10:00 am-3:00 pm In the MUB balcony. $10
deposit required. Sponsored by Senior key
Honorsoclety.12/4

Rossignol ST Comp "Equlpe" skis, 180 cm,
with Tyrolla 350 bindings. Used but three
times, never exposed to salt, excellent
condition. Package retails tor $324. WIii sell
tor $185. Call Phil at 868-2394 after 6. 12/4

recording. Telefunken AM-FM radio with
adaptor, great reception. Call Jeff 207-4393756 after 6. 12/14

cars for sale ·
For Sale: 1972 Pinto Squire Wagon. Engine In
great shape, body some rust. All set tor winter. $750. Call Judy at 742-2286, leave
message If I'm not home. 12/7
1970 Ford LTD. In need of some repair, but a
great car to beat on at school. Large
enough tor road trips. $225.00. Call 8689850 or 2-1589 and ask tor Harold In room
213. 12/14
1972 Pontiac Lemans Convertible. EXC.
Cond. Sliver. $1,500 Firm Call 742-4717 After
4:00.12/4

Two Work Study positions available at
Neighborhood Youth Center In Portsmouth
10-15 hours a week. A youth worker and
outdoor aroup leader needed. Responslbllltlea Include staffing a drop-In center
ana ,eaamg small groups 1n eaucanonal,
recreational and social experiences. For
further Information contact Kathleen
Costello at 436-3810 or 431-6703. We are on
the Karl Van Route.12/7

rides
Rider wanted to go to Virginia with me In a
U-Haul on Dec. 8, must drive part way. Onewayl Ca11Cathyat868-7573.12/11
1

,roomates

CAMERA FOR SALE: MINOLTA 110 ZOOM SLR
complete with protective UV fllter tor tense,
lense hood, camera strap, ond Minolta
flash system No. 25. Takes beautiful pictures. Easy to operate. EXCELLENT CON•
DITION. WARRANTY STILL GOOD on camera
until June 16, 1980. Received as a gift
several months ago. COMPLETE PACKAGE
FOR ONLY $180 (Retail value $295). WIii

1971 Plymouth Duster. One owner. Slant 6cyllnder, automatic. Good MPG. Excellent
condition. NO RUST. New paint. Radial tires.
$995. Call431·6644, leave _nessage.12/4

Need female roommate to share 2
bedroom apt. In Dover on Karl-Van route
starting Jan. 1, 145 per month. Call early
morning, 742-3167 Sydney. 12/4

For Sale: 1976 Chevy Nova, P.S., P.B. 56,000
very good condition, Sanyo AM-FM cassette deck with Sanyo trlaxlal speakers, asking
$2,450. Yashlca GSN 35mm c9mera asking
$75 Richard Smith 868-9897. 12/4
-

Need female roommate to share 2 ·
bedroom apt., own room, furnished,
. Karlvan, $120 a month, heat Included, Call
Liane 749-1826.1/18

:~e\~e~~c~~t:1~:~rf3;~1;t~~~~:·1~tr:
message It not home. 12/14

~~r.~~~g:r~r~~:~~4:,~~~:,·:i:~mj: ~~?.':

For Sale Pair of Pioneer tor of the line
speakers - retall 950 plus wll sell tor $400.
Kenwood KR6400 Reclever $225. Kenwood
KX620 Cassette_deck $175, entire system tor
$700. Call 868-2668 ask tor Bob 12/11

1969 VW Bug. 58,000 mllea; Mlchelln radials,
new muffler, excellent enpine and trans.
1979 Oldamoblle flrenza like new, Just fur• ned 12,000 miles. V-6, 3.8 litre engine, AM·
FM stereo with 8-Track red with red velour Interior. Asking $4,750. Paul 862-3259 or 2·
1170.12/14

Leather car coat size 12. worn only 3 times.
Bought tor $175 asking $90. Call Cindy 862·
2161 or868-9705.12/4

For Sale: '72 V.W. Beetle, orange, 77,000
miles, recent tun•up, 28 mpg, need money
$1250 call 868-9739, campus 2-1656. Ask tor
Mike In 217 Congreve. 12/11

For Sale: Mamlya f/1.8 SLR - $200. Alamo 55watt amp - $90. Vlvltar automatic strobe.
$70. Smith-Corona electric typewriter - $200.
Harmony electric guitar - $50. Masterworks
short wave• $75. Jeff 749-3507. 12/4

1974 AMC Matador Station Wagon Oct.
stick. Runs well, needs no work. Must sell,
Call Chad at 431-5907 evenings. 12/11

NORDICA HI-PERFORMANCE MENS SKI BOOTSExcellent condition. New $200.00, Selling
Price $80.00, Size 11. 'medium-Rye, call 9646701 Evenings. These are worth lfll 12/7
Save $300 NOWI I distribute complete line of
major Name Brand Stereo Speakers. Call
Mark 749-4719. Aggressive salespersons
wanted. 12/14
Heathkit Transceiver for sale. 2 meter
moblle unit. lnlcuded: Encoder mlc. f->r
auto-patch, moblle antenna, AC power
converter and carrying case. Call Mark at
659-2537 evenlngs.12/7
Radial tires - 165-15 (flt VW), 2 snows, 2
regular $75.00 1965 VW bug $75.00. 2 tire
rims tor 1967 VW $15.00. CallXelth 742-3491,
WSBE Box 226. 12/4
BICYCLE ENTHUSIASTSIII Schwinn Paramount
P-13 tor sale-black with chrome lugs, full
"Campy," clement "seta extra" sllk tires.
and morel Must seel Call 749-1825 anytime!
12/1 4
Reel-to-Reel tapes cheapl Also Panasonic
cassette recorder good tor classroom

1971 Saab 95 Estate Wagon. 86,000 ml. 24
mpg town/30-35 mpg hgwy. Lesa than usual
·rust. New brakes, SRB tires. FM. Approx.
$1400. 868-7446. 12/4

Looking tor 1 female roommate to share
apt, on Main St. Durham. $140 a month Includes heat. Call 868-2478. 12/4

2· female

rmmta. needed to ·share 2
bedroom apt. tor semester 2 with 2 other
girls. will share bedroom. Good location In
Durham. Non-smokers please. Call 8681352.
12
Roomate wanted. Avail. now own bedrm.
rural setting, pets okay, 4 ml to UNH.
$160/mo and split utll. Cal 749-0697. 12/7

Need a roommate? Female looking tor
apartment to share In Dover second
semester. Prefer own room, nonsmokers, on
K-van. Contact Kathy, at 868-2556, after 5
pm 1/18

Roommate needed. Dover. 120/month and
utll(heat Included) own bedroom unturn In a
5 bedroom turn. house. Ava. Jan. 1, 1980
Call Patty 749-2200. 12/4

Two female roommates wanted tor Webster 1973 Olds Delta 88 good running cond..
~~eup•1~c~"ct·a• 11Durytlham,8f608u1r31ro1o1m2/a4, huge
great winter car $400 or best offer. Call •
'
an me
•
·
Randy659-5002.12/11
1 female roomate needed. Large, comfortable, three · bedroom apartment In Dover
1966 Ford Falrlane, excellent 289 engine,
on the K-van route. $97 per month, Includes
No rust, only 23,000 orlglnal mlles..Stored for
heat. Call 749-3748, early morning, late atlast 8 years. Asking $1400. Call 659- ternoon or evenings are best.12/4
2705.12/7
1953 Chevorlet Truck, ½ ton, 3 spd., minor
rust, all Inspected, mechanically sound,
green, a classic, $1200.00, Call 926-5043.
4 Bedroom House on Rye Beach. ComLeave name and number.12/14
pletely furnished, fireplace, washer/dryer,
nice location on beach. Take over lease 1111
June 15. $400/mo. & utll. 431-6299- Keep
trying. 12/4
·

for rent

help wanted

Franconia Ski School at Cannon Mt. is
looking tor part-time and full-time ski Instructors tor the 1979-80 ski season. For Information write Franconia Ski School, Box 351,
Franconia, NH 03580. 12/11

Apartment for sublet - January 1. 2 bedroom
spac ious llvlng ·rm. $250.00/mo. plus electricity. On Karl-van rt. Available through
summer/pool. Call 742-8254 after 9 pm 12/7

ARTIST WANTED• To sketch (pen & Ink) 15-20
drawings tor a published report. Excellent
pay. Call evenings a1 436-6276, ask for
Holly. 12/14

Apartment tor rent 2 t."ledroom kitchen,
living room. $250 month plus utllltles. Hot
water Included. Call 742-5999 night time. Arturo or Andy 12/11

Wanted: 2 bedroom apartment In Durham
for semester II. Call Susan 868-2902 MWF 612 pm.12/4

services
Typing - IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Dissertations, reports, resumes, theses. 749-2692.
12/14
Protesslonal TYPING at Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice ot style, pitch; grammar,
punctuation,
spelling
corrected .
Reasonable rates tor superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858. 12/14
Typing- Fast and Accurate; 80 cents a page,
65 cents a page any paper over 30 pages
long. Call 742:.t>643 (Dover) tor more Info.
12/14
_
Need a babysitter? The Commuter/Transfer
Center has a list of babysitters with relevant
data such as rates and avallablllty. Inquire
at Room 136, MUB. 12/14

lost and iound
LOST: Texas Instrument Tl58 calculator In
black case. I really need It. If found please
caff 868-2496- or Donna-862-1429. 'llo
questions asked. Reward offered. 12/4
FOUND: One pair men's skis on Spauldln'Turnp!ke Labor Day Weekend. Call 9265402, ldentlty.12/4
Found: Down parka area 3. Call W-2355,
ask tor Dave. 12/4
Lost or Stolen: One brown, aaddi..leathercolored purse containing a wallet with $30
cash, 10 cards, drivers license, etc. Drivers
license reads 172 Main St. Sandwich Ma.
02536. It you find this purse, please call Su•
collect at 413-549-5340 (at U.Mo•Alpho Chi
Omega) or at home 617-235-7360. A reward
will be ottered tor the return of the purse.
12/4

personals
Remember AED? MeeHng tor all members
Dec. 4, at 8:00 pm ,., lddles Auditorium,
Parsons, L101. See you there.12/4
Senior Key meeting 9:00 pm In the Coos
Room of the MUB. Important commencement committee report. Be therel 12/4
Closs Rings wlll be on sale on Dec. 4, 5, 6.10:00 am-3:00 pm In the MUB Balcony. $10
deposit required. Sponsored by Senior Key
Honor Society. 12/4
UNH la not Just tor 18 'l_ear oldal COFFEE HOUR
FOR RETURNING ADULT STUDENTS ...an opportunity to meet others, to find out what services are available, and to let us know what
the University should do to better meet your
needs. Wednesday, December 5- 4-6 p.m.
Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union
Bulldlng. Sponsored by Commuter/Transfer
Center and the Counseling and Te sting
Center. Chlld Care Available - tor more Information call 862-2090. 12/4
Lost: lightweight blue Jacket at Catnip Pub.
Call 868-9691 It found. Ask tor Frank. 12/4

IPea 1- So tar so good ...what do you think?
Here·• to Paradise, Norseman's, Rapper's
Delight, STUDIO, Fudge ripple, B's, 450 SEL
and corvettes. DeJa Vu, alnglea being occupied by 2 and all the men In our llveal
(Where are they hiding?! BCMH you know
the recipe tor my special order Blrthdaay
cake with a delicious prlie lnald•whafa
your delight? (afternoon or mldnlghH) From
the better halt of the Dynamic Duo. "You
sure Is ugly!" But I love va. Pea 2. 12/4
RAPE, MUGGING! CRIME RATE CLIMBING!
Protect yourself or loved one with Chemguard. Write tor tree Into: Unwell Distributors
P.O. Box 1601 Portsmouth, N.H. 03801. 12/14 ·
Sisters and pledges of Phi Mu and our dates:
I hope everyone had an excellent time at
the big P.O. We detlnately danced the night
away. It's been a long but exciting
semester. Love, Marie, your hard-working,
telephoned-out, devoted Social Chairman.
12/4
Winner of Sigma Nu: Epsilon Pledge Class
Raffle Is David Kerkhoff, Congralulatlona
and Thank youll 12/4
To whom It may regard: We owuld llke the
return of our banner. It wai a gift from our
Seniors. We need IH REWARD OFFERED! The
Slaters of Phi Mu.12/4
... "The Miracle of 184(th) Washington
Street..." Fireplaces (even If It doesn't
work) ... 1nowt1akea ... Chrl1tma1 party
week ... egg nog ...vodka ahokea?l 12/4
GET INVOLVED- Applications are now being
accepted tor chairman of the Student Activity Fee Council of the Student Senate. In- ·
tereated persona should contact SBVP
Cheryl Brown In the Student Senate Office.
Rm. 130 MUB tel 2-1494. 12/7
Ambaaaador George Bush, Republican
Pretldentlal Candidate, wlll be speaking
Mon. Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m. In the Strafford ,
Rm. MUB Sponsor• by the Student Senate.
11/14
You can discuss sex and sexuality concerns
In security and confldance at Hood House,
Human Sexuality Center, Tel: 862-_1'87.12/4
Season's Greetings Freshman Campers!
Show the true aplrlt ot camp and support
PROJECT NOEL. Any glfll (canned goods,
clothing, toys, etc.) you hove tor the needy
can de dropped off outside the Freshman
Camp Office anytime or Dec. 6 • 7 at the
PROJECT NOEL booth, at the Xmax Crafts Fair
In the Granite State Rm. of the MUB. Tis the
season to be generoual ta la lo lo .... 12/7
BAG-BUSH Each only 16 More Dayal Keep up
the faith. When you make It ore you affll
going to eat at M & m's? Good luck Your
Ald•l>•Pat. 12/4
DMC- DE DA DEE DE DEi Only 1,759 days till
9/23/84. Never to forget 11/16/79, only next
Hme no surgical gfoves, okay? Also-lets
close the box of rltz, put out the spark, and
. go tor the gooks. I Love Youl- BJV(Cl 12/4
Graduate or undergraduate In computer
science, physical sciences, or ,engineering
needed tor work In Gamma Ray Astronomy
Group (Physics). Contact Pat Ferguson, 862·
2750.12/14
Happy 8-day Maret Too bad Ifs not a legal
one, but there's always next year. -Your
fellow spaces In 426. 12/4
•
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by Garry Trudeau
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by Craig White
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Well lm,uh ...

SPEED
continued from page 3
were injured when hit · as they
crossed Main Street, in front of
Congreve Hall.
"As a result of last spring's accidents, we met with the Durham
Safety Commission to review
bicycle and pedestrian safety,"
Flanders said.
"We decided that there were a
number of things we could do to
make it safer for pedestrians and
vehicles," he said.
As a result, 30 parking spaces
were removed on Main Street,
between Garrison and Edgewood
Avenue, to improve visibility for
both pedestrians and motorists.
Going through various channels, Flanders requested ap-;.
proval for the speed limit
proposal through the University
Board of Trustees. Acting
President Jere Chase approved
the measure.
Flanders said response to the
new speed limit has . b~en
favorable so far.
"During the entire approval
process, we never had anyone
speak against it," he said.
"People realize that when an
automobile is travelling at a
slower rate of speed, this gives
both parties a better chance of
. avoidance," Flanders said.
· "Due to the large number of
pedestrians and autos on the
campus proper at the same time,
the risk of traffic incidents is
very high,'' Flanders said.
"To combat this, we have a
great deal of traffic direction at
heavily congested times, like
between classes,'' he said.
"It may sound trite, but the in-

dividual himself is most important. I realize it's idealistic,"
added Flanders, "but if everyone
looked before they crossed, only
doing so at the crosswalks,
obeyed speed limits and planned
ahead, there wouldn'i be a
problem.''

ICr,i \

I.lift

DINSDALE

by Joe Kandr,a

KODAK Color
Enlargements

SHOWTHEM

collegiate crossword
48 Orthodontist's
concern
1 Capital of Mali
49 Barbara Eden
7 More humongous
portrayal
13 Very evil or very 51 Actress Powers
brilliant
52 Chemical prefix
14 Made use of
53 Assessed·
16 Comprehensive cross-54 Ardor
section (4 wds.)
55 Sinatra movie
18 House plant
(3 wds.)
19 Atoll
59 Daughter of Atlas
20 Lunar New Year
60 E.P.A. concern
21 Baba and MacGraw
61 " - for Tele22 Bobby of Black
vision"
Panther fame
62 Work with meat
23 Fateful
DOWN
24 Character in
"Little Women"
25 Singer Sumac
1 Tool for chamfering
26 More contemptible
27 Undermines
2 Explorer Vespucci
31 Slow musical
3 A. M. 's
ACROSS

movements

33 Fraternal organization
. 35 Dutch actor
Philip 36' Social goal
40 Bottomless pits
44 Novelist H.H.
45 Soak
47 Lamprey

11
12
13
15
17
23
26
28
29
30
32
34
36
37
38
39
41

Snob, in a way
Sports employee
Asperse
Hinders
Andean grazer . ,
" - Boy"
'
Snide remark
"The Wreck of the
Mary-"
Cockney greeting
What Franz Klammer
can do
good deed
Cascaded
Raise letters on a
surface
He lo_yed Dulcinea
Wild
Matchmaker in "Fiddl er on the Roof"
Manatee's relative
( 2 wds.)

WHO'S BIG
IN YOUR
LIFE

• KODAK Color
Enlargements-there's no
other gift like it
• Display them in your home
or office
.
• Order various sizes for
eye-catching groupings
Available at:

~_,._-1--_,._-

4 Unspecified amount 42 Incongruous mixture
5 Waddling birds

43 Jargonish

6 "Purple Dust" play-46 In levels

·7
8
9
10

wright
City in central
Florida
Get of confidence
Actor Vallone
Hodges of baseball

49 Raisin-to-be
50 Draw out
51 Park of Edison
fame
56 Gad's son
57 Tent fixture
58 Hill

56

55

57

58

59

60

62

61

© Edward

J ulius

Collegiate CW79-13

COLOR

PROCESSING

,.Kodak

TOWN AND CAMPUS
868-9661

4:

-- l
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Folk Night In The
PUB

GET INVOLVED
Applications are now being accepted for
Chairman of the

E
*

STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE COUNCIL

**
***
**
***

of the

E

i
i*

Wednesd ay Decembe r 5
With many of your local
Coffeeho use favorites
Featuring "Vintage 58"

STUDENT SENATE
interested persons should contact
SBVP Cheryl Brown
in the

!
!*

STUDENT ACTIVITY OFFICE
!*
Rm. 130 MUB
**
*:* .
tel.
·2-1494
*
**
***
*:*
~t**************************************l - - -...~- . - - - - - - - - - - - -1111
Is

..

I

J{"~~

i

1
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FORUM ON COLLEGE LEARNING n

, ~ ,~

I

WILLIAM G. PERRY- Former Director of the Bureau of Study Counsel
at Harvard University

:;::::::,;~

DR.

i

L LEE KNEFELKAMP-: Associate Professor of

i • ~:,: : ~i:.:o~:r: :~n~ at Colle:~::~::
II
9 am

I

I:/:

1
~i
I
;·.

I

I

Vice President for Academic Affairs
• 9:15 am William Perry:
"How Students get to Make Sense out of the
Rest of us."
e 10:45 am Coffee

e 11 am William Perry:
Questions and Response

Education at the

Lunch

• 1 pm Dr. L. Lee Knefelkan:zp
"Practical Application of the "Perry Model."
e2:15 pm Coffee
• 2:30 pm Dr. Knefelkamp:
Questions and Response

e3:30 pm Closing

Thurs. Dec. 6th in the Strafford Rm. of the
Memori al Union Building
f

Sponsored by

Dean of Students Office
Office of Residential Life
Teaching Resource Center
Dept. of Education

.'
r
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THE WAX EAR
RECORDS AND TAPES
Music at Sound
"Sound
,, ... Prices"
-.

.

Lowest Price New and "Experienced" Albums
Highest Cash Trade Ins
Latest Releases
Stock Additic;>ns Daily
We offer a wide variety of your
favorite sounds: jazz, blues. r~k., disco, classical

BIG

NEWS!

Introducing low priced guaranteed
Cassette Tapes to compliment our Albums.
Over a thousand titles available.
Remember, we buy your unwanted albums.

p~

/ .

I

ITVN
/ /
• • -~

11111

TO ALL STUDENTS:
Now is your chance to make a campus ~LEVISION NF!'WS
SHOW a reality. The Student Television Network needs
entusiastic volunt~rs willing to put in 2-3 hours a week in
the capacities of announcers, newswriters, interviewers, cainera
operators, etc. If you don't have experience already, we will
·
train you.
Full scale production is slated to start the second week of
next semester. NEWS ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING IS THIS
THURSDAY from 9:00 to 10:00 p.m. in the STVN studio, Room
110 MUB to discuss news format, content, ideas, etc. Also, the
new position of NEWS DIRECTOR for next semester is now open.
Pick up applications at the mee~~~-

BEA

TIGER

INCLASS

HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.
Spring Into Action
with Cliffs Notes!

If you're thinking about a·
technical position after graduation,
think about this.
How many companies can offer
you a nuclear submarine t~ operate?
The answer is none. Equipment
like this is available only in
one place-the Navy.
The Navy operates over half the
nuclear reactors in America.
So our training is the broadest and
most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced

technical education. In graduate
school, this would cost you
thousands, but in the Navy, we ·
pay you.
Once you're a commissioned
Nucl~ar Propulsion Officer, you'll
earn a top salary. Over $24,000
a year after four years. And
you'll be responsible for some
of the most advanced equipment
developed by man.
The Navy also has other
opportunities in surface ships

and aviation assignments. If you
are majoring in engineering, math
or the physical sciences, contact
your placement office to find out
when a Navy representative will be
on campus. Or send your resume to:
Navy Officer Programs,
Code 312-B923, 4015 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, VA 22203.
The Navy. When it comes to
nuclear training, no one can give
you a better start.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

Get the full r,eaning
of your literature
assignments, plus
help in answering
your questions about
novels, plays and
poems. Get Cliffs
Notes for expert help
as you study and as a
quick way to review .,
for exams.
Over 200 titles
available at:

LITTLE PROFESSOR
BOOK CENTER
DURHAM SHOPPING MALL
Open Friday nights and all
day Sunday.

\

.

I
\
I
I

\

I
\

10 am.-6 p.m.
· . ~ · ___
Decembe r 6 & 7, Granite State Rm.
· Memorial Union, University of New Hampshi re
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Three records set

Swilllmers lose to Ufil
Although Freshman Ed Landry beat one of the
top all around swimmers in New England twice
and set three UNH records, the UNH men's swim
team lost Friday to Rhode Island 68-45.
The 23 point loss was the best showing UNH
has had against Rhode Island in three years, according to Coach Frank Relies. Last season UNH
lost to the Rams by 72 points.
''Landry's wins got us really psyched up,'' said
Jeff Cherrington, UNH co-captain. "We had
some really excellent times.''
Landry set records in the 200 yard freestyle
(1:51.0), the 100 yard freestyle (49.7) and the 400
Fast starts are only part of the race. Though beaten by some · yard relay (3:23.5). Landry beat Rhode Island's
23 points, the UNH men's swim team posted their best New England star Ray Palmer in the 200 and the
relay. John Colbert, Mike O'Brien and Attila
showing ever against a strong Rhode Island team. The men
Herzog raced with Landry in the relay.
will again have their hands full when they travel to Maine
In diving, co-captain John Caldwell took first
tomorrow. (Nancy Hobbs photo)
in both the one and three meter. UNH divers
swept the three meter with Brett and Kent
Cherrington placing second and third respectively.
"This is the best team I've had," Relies said.

"There were outstanding performances for the
first meet of the season and outstanding
showings from the freshmen and everybody individually.''
Freshman Mike Hirst broke his own individual
time in the 200 yard backstroke by four seconds.
Rhode Island was leading by just 16 points
going into the last relay. The Rams picked up
seven more points in the final race to win the
.meet.
"The Rhode Island coach came up to me after
the game," Cherrington said, "and said he was
glad he was swimming against us this week
because later on in the season we'll be tough."
Tomorrow, the team travels to Orono for a 3:30
meet against UMaine, rated first in the Yankee
Conference.
"We're just looking for continued improvement,'' Relies said. ''We might surprise
them in a couple of events. Maine is probably the
best team in New England, except for Harvard.''
--BETH ALBERT

Men lose 95-47

Women lose 65-38

Men, women tracksters h11:m~led b y UMaine
By John Kirwan
The men's and women's Wildcat track teams suffered opening
season defeats to the UMaine
Blackbears for the second year in
a row over the weekend.
The women's team was
defeated 65-38 while the men
were trounced, 95-47. '
Although both teams were
badly beaten, both coaches were
optimistic about the outcomes.
Women's coach Nancy Krueger
said that she went into the meet
"low key" because there hasn't
.been a long practice period
because of cross-country.
She did say that veterans Missy
Collins and Mary Ellen Letvinchuk had respectable performances. "These two are our
strongest returnees," Krueger
said. "It will be a building year."
Men's coach John Copeland
said he saw some good things .
come from the meet although the
team was defeated badly. He
mentioned that the first place in
the 35 lb. weight by Alex Miller ·
was expected but the performance of Dave L'Homme was good by
placing second in the same event.
Copeland said fouls in the long
jump and triple jump events hurt
the team as a usual standout in
the long jump, Garzillo, fouled
out.

Copeland said that the weight
events were one of the better
events for the team this past
weekend. " (Gary) Crossan in the
two-mile looked super," said
Copeland.
The women picked up five first
places in ·their meet with strong
performances
by
veterans
Collins and Letvinchuk.
Collins placed first in the 440,
1.4 seconds behind her meet
record last year. Letvinchuk
placed first in the 60 yard hurdles
with an 8.8, one tenth of a second
over her meet record of last year.
Lisa McMahon placed second
in the 60 yard dash while teammate Laura Stuart placed first in
the 880, with a time of 2:28.8.
Cathy Plourde placed third in the
mile at 5:54.9.
But UNH did not fair well in the
relays as they placed second each
in the 880 relay and the mile
relay.
The other two first place
finishes went to Letvinchuk in the
long jump with a distance of
14'8". And the shot was captured
_by McMahon with a distance of

The men's team picked up four
first place finishes and some
strong individual performances.
Alex Miller placed first in the
35 lb. weight while Tobey Russ
finished first in the pole vault
with a height of 14'. Joel Dennis
finished first in the shot with a
winning put of 46'2".
Gary Crossan placed first in
the two mile with a time of 9: 08.4
which Copeland termed to be an
easy race for the star crosscountry runner.
Copeland said that many of the
scorers on the team were freshmen. Jim Howe scored second in
the 440 while Mike O'Reagan
placed third in the 60 yard dash.
Guy Sterans placed second in
the mile with White picking up
second in the 880. Brian Sommers
placed second in the triple jump
and Reinhold finished third in the
1000.

Returning veteran, Garzillo
placed third in the pole vault with
a height of 12'6".
The women will be facillg the
strong Harvard team on Dec. 8.
New England standout, Darlene
36'1½".
Judy Hallet and Millie Pelletier Beckford, will be tough in the 800
placed second and third in the and 1500 races according to
high jump with leaps of four feet, . Krueger. "We'll hope to get a
look at her,'' Krueger said.
eight inches.

34 games without a lo.s s

lcewomen

'

kick Colby Mules, 9-0

By Dana Jennings
puck in, but the wings were getThe _game was over before it ting
the puck to me. They're
began. The dramatic conflict was passing and skating well.''
resolved quickly and efficiently
The line of junior Gaby
at seven seconds, after three Haroules and freshmen Marcy
UNH passes and one shot.
Pannabecker and Kip Porter also
Those are the ingredients the played well, accounting for three
UNH women's ice hockey team UNH goals: two by Pannabecker
mixed to break out to a 1-0 lead and one by Haroules-with Porter
against Colby Saturday night.
getting two assists.
Colby never recovered from
"That line has even looked betthe initial shock as UNH pumped ter than they did tonight,'' said
in three more first period goals UNH coach Russell Mccurdy.
en route to a 9-0 win at Snively "In practice, they sometimes
Arena.
look dominant."
'Senior Wildcat center Gail
The Wildcat defense looked
Griffith controlled the game- better than it did against
opening face off, pushed the puck eastern last Wednesday.NorthAnd
to winger Kathy Bryant, who when it did lapse, UNH goalie
passed to winger Diane Langlais, Lynn Walsh made the stops.
who laid a perfect pass on GrifAlthough Walsh made only
fith's stick.
.
Griffith scored her first of two eight saves, Griffith said,
·g oals, beating 'Colby goalie "~al~hy s~ved a couple goals."
Stephanie Vrattos.
Walsh said it's "kind of boring"
"Our line was .r ,eally strong when she doesn't get many shots
tonight," Griffith sai<l. "I put the on goal.

"It's hard to keep an edge,"
Walsh said. "You just have to
keep concentrating and watching
the puck."
·
Griffith said that when UNH
runs up a big lead like they did
against Colby, the players go into
the locker room and convince
themselves that their down 4-0 to
keep their edge.
"You can't let up," Griffith
said. "You don't look at the score.
No matter what. the score is any
team can win. Anyone can score
a goal."
Between Periods: Gail Griffith's goal at seven seconds of the
first period set a UNH record for
quickest score to start a
game ... UNH has gone 34 intercollegiate games without a loss ...
UNH has a young _team with
seven freshmen and eight
sophomores ... UNH's next game
is Friday night against Boston
College at Snively Arena. The
team is2-0.

The men will be facing UConn .
and Army at UConn on Dec. 8.
Copeland said that UNH doesn't
have much of a chance of winning
but he did say that UNH always
runs well against Army. He said

that Army is considered a
nationally potential team.
"We'll be in more of a competitive type situation this upcoming weekend," Copeland
said.

Women ·s wimmers
take second meet
In what UNH coach Carol Lowe termed "a very good meet" the
UNH women's swim team ran its record to 2-0 with a 79-52
beaching of UMass, Friday.
"We had a couple of surprising swims which turned the meet
around,'' said Lowe.
The first surprise came just after the diving events. Kathy
Johnson, as expected, won the 200 yard individual relay with a
time of 2:20.1. The surprise was Sue Herskovitz who pl~ced
second with a time of 2:22.4 to give UNH a 14 point bulge at 51-37.
"I've never tried her (Herskovitz) in the 200 before," said
Lowe, "and she had an excellent time." Next came Susie Urban who, after finishing a disappointing ·
third in the 100 yard freestyle (59.16), came back to capture the 50
yard freestyle with a time of 25. 7.
The third and final surprise came in the 100 yard butterfly.
Carol Hickey and Allison Smith finished one-two in stopping the
Minutemen's highly touted Leslie Johnson.
"After that," said Lowe, "we had the meet."
Johnson, however, did come back later to take the 200 butterfly
event, setting a pool record in the process (2:19.4).
·
Another pool record was set by Susan Panzik who covered the
200 backstroke in 2:16.9. That mark also qualified her for the
nationals later on next semester.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats host Boston Universitv at 4:30 at
Swazey Pool. Then, UNH will set off for Boston College on Saturday, where they will take on the Eagles at 1: 00.
-LEE HUNSAKER

.'

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
Now completely into the winter schedule, there are just two
wee~s left before Christmas vacation, but plenty of action is
commgup.

HOCKEY: Men - vs. RPI, Wednesday, Sni~ely Arena, 7:00; at
Cornell, Saturday, 2:00; Women - Boston College, Snively
Friday, 7:30; at Providence, Saturday, 3:00.
'
B~SKETBALL: Men - at UConn, Today, 8:00; at Springfield,
Friday, 7: 30; Women - Harvard, today, Field House, 7: 00.
TRACK: Men - at UConn (Army), Saturday, 1:00; Women - at
Harvard, Saturday, 4:30.
WRESTLING: vs. Maine, Wednesday, Field House, 3: 00.
SWIMMING: Men - at Maine, Wednesday, 3:30; Holy Cross,
Saturday, Field House, ,2.:00; Women - Boston University, Wednesday, Field House, l: 30 i at Boston College, Saturday, 1: 00.
GYMNASTICS: at UMaryland, Saturday, 2:00._
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Fresh men shine

bright in 4-3 win
HOCKEY

continued from page 24
boards and cut in shoveling a
backhander between the pads of
Barich.
With less than a minute
remaining, Terrier Coach Jack
Parker twice pulled Barich for an
extra skat.er, but it never amounted to a threat, and UNH skated
off victorious.
"I would have been happy no
matter what after the third
period,'' said UNH Coach Charlie
Holt. "We showed a lot of heart
and hustle out there.
"The difference between us
and BU was the fact that we had
more guys that counted in there.
(BU was missing three of its starters in Daryl MacLeod (one game
suspension for kicking), Bill
LeBlond (shoulder injury), and
Bill Whelton (leg injury). They
were devastated most in their
power play,'' Holt said.
Parker thought differently
• though, "We didn't lose this game
because we ~ere missing those

players, we just made a lot of
mistakes and didn't capitalize on
the two on one situations."
"We were confused and didn't
execute,'' he continued. ''We had
trouble breaking the puck out of
our own end in the third period.
The whole game we were far
from being in control. We beat
the puck to death instead of
moving it.''
UNH freshman Chris Pryor
had put the Cats ahead, 2-1, in the
first, notching his second goal of
the season on a screen shot from
the top of the slot that beat Barich
low to the glove side.
"I didn't see the other winger
breaking down with me/' said- - Wildcat defenseman Ed Olsen sends Terrier Rob Davies flying during UNH's 4-3 victory ovei:"
Pryor, but I knew his (Barich's)
Boston University. Tomorrow, the Wildcats look to make it two in a row when they host RPI at
defensemen were in front of him _7:00. (Gerry Miles photo)
and I just shot it."
For the doubters who all picked
UNH to finish low in ECAC
there's reason to start wondering
that those early picks might not
be as valid. Noted Holt after tht>
game, "We beat a good BU team
today, and there's still room for
improvement."

Davis makes finals

G rapplers plac e eigh th

Neel y, Dufo ur
name d to
all touni ey team
BASKETBALL

continued from page 24
22 before the half ended with the

Wildcats clinging to a 33-31 advantage.
With 13:06 left in the contest,
UNH opened their margin to ten
points at 45-35. But Larry
Downing rocked the gym with a
dunk and Roy Rogan took command of both ends of the floor to
bring Robert Morris within
striking distance at 45-42.
Robin Dixon contributed with
instant offense off the bench to
slow down the Robert Mor.ris
rally but Brandon Jackson tied
the game at 54 all with 2:44
remaining. Randy Kinzly made
good on both ends of a crucial one
and one but with only 17 seconds
left in the game it was Jackson
again with the clutch shot to know
the game at 56.
UNH called timeout with o: 07
left on the clock. Kinzly accepted
the in bounds pass and sent a
bounce pass to Dufour in the right
corner. Robert Morris gave the
senior co-captain room to shoot
from 20 feet out and Dufour threw
up a shot that tasted nothing but
netting as the buzzer sounded.
Coach Friel wrapped himself
around Ken Herbert while
assistant coach Bob Berry led a
pack of Wildcats towards Dufour
as he trotted to the locker room.
After a shower, Dufour said the
play was designed to go to him
and released a confident smile as
if to say the shot was elementary.
"Neely was great in the first
half and "Dufe" is his old reliable
self/' said a jubilant Friel.
"Being a young team we needed
a win and through intensity and
the will to win, we are going to
beat some good teams the way we
did tonight.''
UNH had defeated Brown in the
consolation game ·of last year's
tourney, a game in which Dufour
tallied a game high 20 points. After three quick Dufour buckets
and a 13-4 UNH lead, Brown
coach Joe Mullaney used a
timeout to institute a box and one-

By Larry McGrath

The UNH men's wrestling team ·
placed eighth overall in a highly
competitive tournament hosted
by the Coast Guard Academy in
New London, Ct. last weekend.
The talented field faced at the
tournament should prepare the
Wildcats for UMaine this Wednesday at 3:00 at the Field House.
"I thought they did well for
their first tournament, all the
guys," said coach Jim Urquhart.
Chet Davis, a senior cocaptain, placed second in the 167
lbs. weight class losing to twotime All-American Steve Mock
from Trenton State.
"He beat me but I worked him
over pretty good," said Davis in
assessing his two losses to Mock.
The double-elimination format
in effect at New London enabled
Davis to meet Mock with the
memory of a hard-fought 2-1 loss
still fresh in his mind.
The one-point decision came
about as a result of a bonus point
for riding time (when a wrestler
controls the flow of action for at
least a full minute) being awarded to Mock to break the 1-1
deadlock.
Davis, a Wakefield · Mass.
native, had his tournament ended
for him by Mock in the sub-

on-one the only experienced
scorer in the UNH lineup.
The strategy was effective as
Dufour suffered through the next
28 minutes and 29 seconds
without a field goal until . he
finally hit a jumper off a Brady
Otey steal with 3:54 left in the
game.
A basket by Neely gave UNH
its largest lead of the game at 15-4
before Bob Stanley triggered a
16-4 Brown outburst with his all
around text book play. Stanley
started his show with a nifty feed
to game high scorer Peter Moss
(20 pts.) on a give and go,
followed by an "in your face''
rejection of a Neely jumper,
three bombs that found their way
through the net and an assist to
Cameron on the basket that put
Brown back in front 20-19 with
4: 38 showing on the clock.
UNH led at the intermission 2524 with their final · four points
coming from Keeler.
"It was a very frustrating loss
because we did not put the ball in
the basket, shooting 10-29 (34 percent) in the second half/' said a
disappointed Friel. "We committed too many turnovers (16) GYMNASTICS
and gave away too many second continued from page 24
shots - things you cannot do
against a well-coached team like by Fahey who hit on a beautiful
Brown (Mullaney spent nine routine for an 8.6. Sweeney and
years as head coach of the L.A. Baker received second and third
place with .8.1 and 8.0 scores
Lakers)."
Brown and their perimeter of- respectively. UNH lead UMass
fense continually burned the after two events by four tenths of
Wildcats' zone defense, shooting a point.
Josie Lemmi came through
53 percent from the floor. The
Bruin frontcourt (27 --11) shot a with an 8. 7 on the beam (her first
blistering 66 percent on the night score over an 8.0 on the event)
and accounted for all but four and Sweeney culminated the
event with a 9.1 (first place).
field goals.
Sweeney executed a daring
After two tough games in as
many nights, Neely gingerly front summie mount, added a
walked down the stairs outside sissone split leap, a back handMarvel Gymnasium and said, spring, a back tuck and a cartwheel back tuck dismount for
"rm tired."
Both he and Dufour were select- the outstanding mark. UMass
ed as members of the all-tourney had pulled ahead of UNH at the
Pete end of the third event by .65.
Northeastern's
team.
Fahey, Lemmi and Karin ArHarris was named as MVP for
leading his team to the tourney neberg turned in solid routines on
championship, defeating Brown, the floor to wrap up the victory
for the Wildcats.
.
ij7-54:

Gymn asts

sequent rematch as he succumbed in another tough one, 5-2.
Happy with his performance,
Davis enjoyed the tournament.
"It was a good tournament," he
said. "The younger -kids saw
some great close matches involving excellent wrestlers."
Two of the younger kids who
weren't awed by their surroundings were Joe Lacasse and Ed
Saunders who had impressive
fifth place finishes.
Lacasse, a sophomore in his
fifth day back after wrapping up
the football season, registered
two pins in the Unlimited weight
class before being "stuck" by
another Trenton Stater, Tom

Atkins.

"Spider" Saunders rebounded
after an opening match defeat
reeling off three straight wins,
including one pin, before being
stopped by Mccaffery of Coast
Guard, 9-4.
Saunders, a freshman from
Flemington N.J., notched his
fourth
and
third
second,
collegiate victories as he also was
victorious in the opener against
Lowell.
''The coaches and referees
came up to mee and complimented us on our performance. That
made me feel pretty good," said

shine

at

Urquhart.
"Myself, I thought Chet looked
really tough. This should give
him more confidence, meeting
and beating some of the better
wrestlers. Hopefully it will take
him all the way through the New
Englands (Feb. 22-23) and maybe
to Oregon (NCAAs)," Urquhart
said.
''Joe Lacasse also looked good.
It's his fifth day back and while
his condition isn't where be wants
it to be he still did great." ·
Bruce Cerullo; the injured cocaptain returns for his regular
season debut against Maine on
Wednesday.
This bit of good new,s gives
Urquhart more flexibility to
juggle his line-up and eliminate
the double forfeit situation they
had due to insufficient depth ·to ,
cover for Phil Voss's absence due
·
to illness.
The 118 lbs. class slot is still
.vacant but heavy recruiting by
Urquhart and the possible ad- dition of other candidates will
hopefully fill this void.
The match against Maine will
be a better gauge to measure
UNH by as Lowell's loss was incurred due to the 12-point
handicap the Cats worked with
due io the forfeits.--

UMass

lnvit.

Fahey was pleased with her meet with Maryland where they
performance and promises better also meet ·with 8th ranked
• Pittsburgh. Goodspeed said she's
things in the future.
Goodspeed commented that counting on strong basic routines
she liked the aggressive style and the return of Sutton.
"I . think that we're going to
that her team displayed over the
weekend and said that the team surprise them'' (Pittsburgh) said
Lemmi, "because we rely on a
unity was excellent.
The Wildcats take their 3-0 team effort as compared to a few
record next Saturday to a tri- individuals."

Final tallies for the

"Old Grad"
count had 1948 grad Ken
Mattern donating 350 dollars to
the UNH 100 Club
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•
Wildcats surprise
Terriers in -4-3

upset

•

Will

Fll'St time since 1977
.
By Gerry Miles _
With only a day's rest after
losing 5-3 to Boston College; the
UNH Wildcats registered their
first ECAC win of the season with
a come-from-behind upset win of
Boston University, 4-3 on Saturday.
With just a day to practice their
short handed and power play
situations. which all but fizzled
!lgainst the Eagles, UNH thwarted BU's three power play
attempts and scored on i~ only
man-up situation ~f the night.
The win marks the first time
UNH has' beaten BU since 1977.
Last year BU won 7-3, and tied
the Cats in a thriller, 3-3,· at BU
that held up through overtime.
The win also snapped a 25 game
undefeated home streak for the
.
Terriers.
More importantly, the win· ups
UNH's overall mark to 3-3 and
gives the Cats their first ECAC
Div. I win. BU is now 3-1 on both
categories.
UNH will hope to carry the
momentum and fine play of
Saturday into Snively Arena
tomorrow night when they host
the Engineers of RPI at 7 p.m.
The Engineers, who beat UNH
twice last season have built a
reputation of playing its best
games of the year against UNH
whether home or away.
But the story Saturday was
UNH's play in the third period
which has always been one of the
strong points of the Terriers.
After outshooting BU 10-9 in the
first period and taking a 2-1 lead
on goals by Sean Coady and Chris
Pryor, the Wildcats suffered a
lapse in the second period and
lost the lead on two unanswered

Terrier goals by Rob Davies and
Mark Fidler.
BU, with the soldout crowd
behind it, gained the momentum
and had three opportunities to
score but were stopped on a John
Melanson shot which missed, a
Tony Meagher slap from the
right circle that Moffett kicked
out, and another bid by Melanson
in a scramble that Moffett again
thwarted.
The Terrier pressure peaked
and caught the UNH defense out
of position for the 3-2 go ahead
goal by Mark Fidler at 10: 45
when he knocked home a rebound
off a Scott Neiland drive from the
point in front of Moffett.
BU could have taken a commanding two goal lead when the
Terrier's Paul Miller misfired on
a 2 on 1 break late in the period.
UNH Captain Bob Francis
misfired on a follow up of a Mike
Waghorne bid with 31 seconds left
and BU skated off leading 3-2.
But the third period, which is
troublesome for UNH, was the
worst of the game for Boston
University as it gave up two goals
and couldn't do much in setting
up a pJay or threat in the UNH end
to try to correct the situation.
UNH tied the game at 3-3 on its
first power play when Jay Miller
drove a blistering slap shot from
the right hand point low to BU
goalie Bob Barich's glove side at
4:01.

BU did little in breaking out of
its own zone, but got a man advantage at 9:42 when Moffett was
whistled for ·s lashing Davies in
his crease.
"He (Davies) had me high with
his stick by the net and you can't
sta!)d for that," said Moffett. "I

,. "'
_,.
w

·

the new hampshire

sports

UNH's Matt Shramek and Greg Moffett clear the puck away as BU's Rob Davies moves·in. Moffett assisted on UNH's game winning goal in the 4-3 win. (Gerry Miles photo)
had to get him out of there and I
had to by hitting him."
But the power play fizzled
quickly as an ensuing shot was
stopped by Moffett who passed
off to Frank Barth who in turn
connected with Craig Steensen
who broke in off the left hand
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•
on UVM,
UNH Jumps
By Lee Hunsaker
The co~er page of the UNH
w-0men's basketball program
proclaims the Wildcats to be
"jumping into the 80's."
Yet, how quickly- they would
jump, and how far, was uncertain
until after Saturday's 82-39
blowout of Vermont in UNH's ·
season opener.
Today, the women host Harvard University, a team which
they defeated by a scant three
~ints last year, 61-58. Game time

"For an opener," said UNH formance and Martha Morrison
coach Cecilia DeMarco, ''we tossed in 12.
played exceptionally well . I
Tops for the Catamounts was
· didn't expect such a lopsided
Robin Doyle with 14 points.
score."
"We caught them unLast year, the Wildcats barely
squeeked by the Catamounts. prepared," said DeMarco. "One
However, UVM lost key players of the good things about the game
through graduation and their new was that we set the tempo and
squad was unable to keep pace they (UVM) played to it; we were
able to control."
with the fast-breaking Wildcats.
DeMarco attributed the Cats
Senior co-captain Karen Bolton
led UNH with 17 points. Kathy fine beginning to their early
Ladd added 15 points with a seven · season performance at the
field goal, one free-throw per- University of Lavan Invitational
JS7:00.
tournament in Montreal on
November 16 and 17.
"Most of the teams don't get
going until after Thanksgiving,"
- she said. "We were put in a
pressure situation early."
Against UVM, the Wildcats
controlled the boards as was
evidenced by Bolton and Jackie
MacMullan who both ripped
down 11 rebounds. UNH's size,
however, could be a factor in the
,Harvard game, according to
DeMarco.
"We play well at our size," she
said. But Harvard is a larger
team and could provide UNH
with some trouble.
"How we do against Harvard
will tell us how strong we are and
how well we can control the
game," said DeMarco. "They
(Harvard) won't quit on
you ... they're realscrappers. "
Harvard is comi_ng off a close
" game aga inst UMass which
DeMar co describes as an
"awesome tea m. "
According to DeMarco, bench
strength could be a key-factor in
today's game. "I think we have a
strong bench," she said. "When
.•
they come off the bench they're
Junior guard Cheryl Murtagh manuevers around a Catamount adding to the game and that's
during UNH's 82-39 trouncing of UVM, Saturday. Tonight, the important."

women hoopsters host Harvard. ( Nancy Hobbs photo)

Gymnasts capture UMass
title
tournament
By Boston Neary
The UNH Gymnastics team
opened its '79-80 season by
squesking out a 132.55-129.65 victory over UMass on the last event
to capture first place honors at
the UMass invitational Meet,
Saturday.
URI and UVM finished well
behind with 113.40 and 102.60
respectively.
Despite the fact that all-around
performer Edie Sutton was not
competing due to a sprained
ankle, UNH swept the top two
spots and tied for third for individual all-around performances.
Sophpmore standout Ellen
Fahey earned the top award with
an individual score of 34.05.

Freshman Gail Sweeney, in an
impressive debut for the Wildcats, nabbed second place at
33. 75,, and Josie Lemmi tied for
third with-a 32.45 performance.
"I'm very pleased with the
team's wrform:ince," said first
year UNH coach Gail Goodspeed.
"We hit on some good basic
routines, and it was a nice way to
start the season."
The Wildcats had opened up the
Invitational with their strongest
team effort ol the afternoon, getting a 34.40 on vaulting. Fahey
(second place) recieved an 8.7
and Michelle Baker an 8.3.
UNH then swept the unevens
with an outstanding performance
GYMNASTICS, page 23

Hoopsters split;
face UC onn tonight
By Bill Nader
The UNH basketball team
dropped a 67-56 decision to Brown
in the opening game of the Brown
Tap-Off Tourney on Friday night
but ·rebounded with a 58-56 victory over Robert Morris in the
consolation game on Saturday,
highlighted by a Paul Dufour
beat-the-buzzer 20 footer.
Today the team travels to Connecticut to face Corny Thompson,
Mike McKay and Company.
UConn is highly regarded as a
major power in the East but had
some difficulty with a man to
man defense in defeating Yale,
83-75.

As the team prepared to face
Robert Morris on Saturday, injured co-captain Ken Herbert offered his analysis to the team.
"You guys have got to come
away with a win. You cannot go
into Connecticut with an 0-2
record."

Robert Morris used a pressure
defense to confuse UNH in the
early going and the Wildcats
trailed, 11-2. UNH was ac- customed to large early leads
(Cibona and Brown) only to see
the momentum swing towards
the opposition. Against Robert
Morris it was UNH that picked up
the tempo.
In less than three minutes of
play, John Quinn and Bobby
Neely provided the offense to tie
the score at 13 and Paul Dufour
connected from the corner to give
UNH the lead.
Neely, in the best t-1lf of
basketball in his brief collegia te
career, played with intensity and
it resulted in 15 first half points.
Mike Keeler blocked three shots
and hustled all over the floor . It
was his free throw that gave UNH
its largest lead on the night at 31-

BASKETBALL, page 23 .

